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ABSTRACT
The characterization of minor atmospheric constituents, such as pollutants,
bio-hazards, and other rogue materials has been a difficult task for the research
community. Raman scattering techniques have been employed to detect and identify
materials in both a laboratory and field settings; however, Raman scattering processes
have an extremely small scattering cross section; however, which limits its utility.
Through the use of the resonance enhancement it is possible to extend the utility of
the Raman scattering technique.
This dissertation presents a novel Raman scattering experiment that was
designed and developed in collaboration with the research group of Professor Hans
Hallen and performed at The North Carolina State University Optics Lab.
Measurements of resonance-enhanced Raman scattering were made on multiple
samples. In particular, this dissertation reports an investigation of the phenomenon of
resonance-enhanced Raman scattering in two aromatic hydrocarbons: benzene and
toluene.
Algorithms were developed for the analysis of the Raman data that included
removing the noise background and normalizing data to remove fluctuations in laser
power and detector efficiencies. An algorithm for calculating the resonance gain was
developed and applied to both benzene and toluene. The resonance-enhanced Raman
scatter of benzene and toluene was found to be 100-10,000 × larger than their normal
Raman scattering spectrum when the molecules are excited by radiation at peaks in
their respective electronic resonance excitation bands. Further analysis of the
resonant Raman spectra of benzene was performed, and the Raman scattered lines
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observed were assigned to the modes of vibration. The resultant spectra are in good
agreement with the earlier work performed by Zeigler and Hudson[1981] and Asher
[1984].
The original goal of the investigation of the resonance enhancement was to
seek seek improved capability for lidar based on the experiments. It can be argued
that the absorption of energy in the energetic double bonds of carbon which form the
benzene ring can be used for resonance Raman enhanced scatter, and future
investigations should result in demonstrations of our ability to remotely detect a
number of interesting species.

Several achievements from my research described in this dissertation include:
1) A new experiment has investigated resonance-enhanced Raman scattering
for the first time using small steps in excitation wavelength [~ 0.12 nm].
2) Excitation at wavelengths in the ultraviolet spectrum resulting in
resonance-enhanced Raman scattering in both benzene and toluene occur
over extremely narrow wavelength bands.
3) A high resolution (fine-tuning) of the ultraviolet excitation has been used
to investigate the enhancement, and to isolate the gain region for
resonance-Raman scattering in benzene.
4) The peak resonance enhancement is found to correlate with the vaporphase absorption peaks of both benzene and toluene, when the
experiments were performed in liquid phase.
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5) The resonance Raman spectra of benzene has been analyzed and
vibrational modes associated with the scattering have been assigned.
6) An algorithm is described for use in the analysis of the Raman spectra,
including noise removal and normalization corrections for source and
detector wavelength dependence, and it is applied in analyzing the data
collected.
7) An algorithm was developed for the calculation of the resonance
enhancement to determine the gain factor for the resonance Raman
scattered signals.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction
The need for improved techniques for measuring chemical species has never
been more pronounced. The problems in need of attention include monitoring air
pollutants, obtaining additional evidence for global warming, measuring toxins,
detecting and measuring chemical-biological agents, and finding explosive materials
due to the threat of international terrorism.
Improvements also are needed for the measurements and studies of
greenhouse gas pollutants. These gases are found most commonly in small
concentrations, which are either spread throughout the atmosphere in the case of
pollutants, or are found in low concentrations around a small source such as an
explosive material or toxic chemical. Detection, identification, and quantification of
trace constituents spread throughout the atmosphere are posing a challenge to the
research community. Currently, point measurements from balloon sondes and
ground-based systems provide high quality measurements of the local atmosphere;
they are poor in spatial and temporal resolution however.
Lidar has made it possible to measure and analyze the atmospheric
constituents with increased spatial and temporal resolution [Alpers et al., 2004; Inaba,
1976; Kobayasi and Inaba, 1970; Measures, 1991; Penney, 1974; Philbrick, 1985;
Rosen, 1975; Sedlacek 1995]. Lidar has limitations because it employs Raman
scattering for the detection and identification of atmospheric constituents. Although
Raman scattering has been used routinely to detect, identify, and quantify molecular
concentrations in both laboratory and field settings, the extremely small scattering
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cross sections associated with the Raman signals limit the measurements to relatively
large concentrations of molecules. It is even more difficult to remotely detect and
measure unknown chemical species located at significant ranges. Background optical
signals in the atmosphere, such as scattered sunlight, also limit the detection. Lidar
techniques are often used to detect remotely major atmospheric constituents using
their backscattered Raman signal because of the uniqueness of the spectral signature
representing each molecular species. In order to extend the utility of lidar remote
sensing, a means to enhance the extremely small Raman scattering signals is needed.
Some common solutions include simply using more powerful laser transmitters,
larger telescope receivers, narrower band filters, and more sensitive detectors; all of
these improvements have the capability to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. There
are limits as to how far each technological improvement can be taken however.
Another means to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio may be found in using resonance
enhancements to increase the Raman scattered signal.
With the advent of more powerful and lower cost tunable ultraviolet sources,
it is now possible to consider using the resonance Raman effect on a more routine
basis. The resonant enhancement of the scattering intensity occurs as the excitation
frequency approaches the energy corresponding to an electronic state of a molecule.
This phenomenon has been found to enhance the Raman scattering cross section
between 3 and 8 orders of magnitude [Chamberlain et al., 1976]. The increase in
sensitivity occurs because of the stronger coupling of optical energy into the
molecular vibrational modes. With this increase in Raman scattered signal, it may
become possible to detect and quantify significantly smaller concentrations of
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chemical and biological species as well as trace pollutants, bio-contaminants, and
explosives.

1.1 Goals and Current Work
The primary goal of this thesis is to extend the knowledge and database of the
resonant-enhanced Raman scattering effect, so that the technique can be developed
for laser standoff detection (lidar) in future measurements of hazardous materials.
The work performed in this dissertation finds new features in the resonance enhanced
Raman scatter of both benzene and toluene. The enhancement is unique within its
extremely narrow enhanced excitation bandwidth of less than 1 nm. This
measurement is achieved using the fine-tuning capability of an Optical Parametric
Oscillator (OPO) that has a continuous tuning range through the ultraviolet electronic
absorption bands between 230 and 300 nm of both benzene and toluene. In most
resonance Raman studies, only a few discreet excitation wavelengths are typically
chosen, and these are widely separated in significantly large steps ( 5 nm - 20 nm)
[Ziegler, 1980, 1981, 1983; Asher, 1984, 1988, 1993; Gerrity et al., 1985; Sedlacek,
1995]. The large steps in excitation wavelength result from using several common
UV laser wavelengths that are readily available. These studies commonly make a
point of comparing off-resonance Raman scatter (typically in the visible wavelength
region) to near-resonance Raman scatter (typically in the UV wavelength region).
Very few studies have actually matched the absorption peak in the molecule of
interest; therefore, most investigations never obtain a measure of the resonance
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enhancement, but merely a measure of the pre-resonance enhanced Raman scatter
signal.
Our investigations using an OPO make it possible to tune the laser with
sequential steps as small as 0.12 nm. This fine tuning of the laser center wavelength
make it possible to study extremely small changes in excitation wavelength affecting
the Raman scatter. Both benzene and toluene exhibited an enhancement in Raman
scattered signals on the order of 100 to 10,000 × , and the enhancement peak occurred
within a narrow range of excitation wavelengths of ± 0.25 nm.

1.2 Outline of Research Accomplishments and Hypothesis
My research work has explored the processes and properties of several interesting
molecules to understand the characteristics of the resonance Raman technique. The
hypotheses examined in this dissertation are that:
1) The characteristics of the molecular structure, for example the carbon ring,
result in a distinct resonance enhancement of Raman scatter associated with
the peaks in the absorption spectrum.
2) The resonance enhanced Raman spectra couples significant energy into a
number of overtones and combination modes, and additional energy levels
are observed in the resonance Raman scattered spectra.
3) Resonance enhanced Raman scattering exhibits a significant increase in the
amplitude of spectral features representing the energy states that uniquely
identify the molecule. At low concentrations the Raman scattering signal
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may be detectable with resonance excitation in the ultraviolet region where
absorption is strong.

The primary accomplishments of the research are to:
1) Investigate the processes and properties of the phenomena of pre-resonance
and resonance enhanced Raman scatter in two aromatic hydrocarbons:
benzene and toluene.
2) Calculate the resonance enhancement gain in the Raman scattered intensity
for benzene and toluene.
3) Describe the effects of the resonance enhancement of the Raman spectrum by
investigating additional spectral features, including combination and
overtones were identified for benzene.

6

Chapter 2:
A Historical Perspective
Shortly after C.V. Raman’s 1928 discovery of the process that we today call
Raman scattering [Raman, 1928], Synge proposed the initial concept of optical remote
sensing in 1930. He suggested that atmospheric density measurements could be made by
observing the optical scattering produced by a search light [Synge, 1930]. Until this
point, upper atmospheric soundings were performed primarily through the use of balloon
observations. Balloon soundings above 50 km are not feasible, and the only alternative
was the use of rockets [Synge, 1930]. In 1951, Elterman put Synge’s idea to the test, and
performed quantitative measurements of the stratospheric density with a searchlight
[Elterman, 1951]. By using a shutter mechanism, Elterman was able to create a method
for pulsing light that provided distinction between the transmitted and backscattered light
which used a bistatic arrangement that pointed the receiving telescope along the beam to
assign range values based on geometry. The concepts of using lasers to generate Raman
scattering and the ‘searchlight’ technique are combined into current use of Raman lidars.
With the first demonstration of the laser in 1960, Theodore Maiman introduced a
new tool for research to scientists around the world [Maiman, 1960]. Maiman’s
demonstration was the stimulated emission from a ruby crystal 1 cm in length and coated
with silver on two parallel faces. Ruby absorbs the green, blue, and ultraviolet energy
from a high-power flash-lamp and excites the ruby into a relatively long lifetime metastable state, which then decays as a red (694.3 nm) phosphorescent emission. The initial
spontaneous emission spawns the stimulated emission of a powerful, nearly
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monochromatic output at 694.3 nm along the axis established by the cavity gain; thus the
laser was born.
Lasers have become well known and widely used in many areas because they
provide a high-power controllable light transmitter. Lasers, which have a divergence of
one milliradian or less, are significantly more collimated than the best search light
(typically 0.1 radian divergence), and allow large power densities to be transmitted over
longer ranges. In 1962, Smullin and Fiocco used a ruby laser to measure optical
scattering from the moon, thereby demonstrating the capability of both the laser and
detection optics of that time [Smullin and Fiocco, 1962]. Following their experiments
using “moon echoes”, they made measurements of scattering layers in the upper
atmosphere [Smullin and Fiocco, 1963]. In 1964, Collis and Ligda performed
backscattering measurements over the San Francisco Bay, where even during clear-sky
conditions it was possible to distinguish areas aerosol scattering [Collis and Ligda, 1964].
The first work focused on elastic, or Rayleigh, scattering where the wavelength
transmitted equals the wavelength received. Leonard performed the first lidar
measurements of the Raman scattering from atmospheric molecular nitrogen and oxygen
using a pulsed nitrogen laser at 337.1 nm, and analyzed the Raman scattered returns using
a tunable filter with a bandwidth of 3.5 nm [Leonard, 1967]. This measurement was a
great step forward because of the species’ unique scattering wavelength; however, the
Raman scattering-cross section is typically three orders of magnitude weaker than the
Rayleigh-scattered component. A year later, measurements of atmospheric density with
greatly improved accuracy were performed using the Raman return signal of nitrogen
[Cooney, 1968].
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By the early 1970s, the future of laser remote sensing measurements for the
atmospheric monitoring of pollutants was developing. Inaba and Kobayasi [1970],
Hirshfeld et al., [1972] , Melfi and McCormick [1969, 1972] and Penney et al. [1974],
had each performed their own experiments looking at water vapor, carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and molecular nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2). Melfi
and McCormick [1969] made measurements of water vapor by using a frequencydoubled ruby laser output from an ADP (ammonium di-hydrogen phosphate) crystal. By
simultaneously measuring the atmospheric nitrogen and water vapor Raman signals,
Melfi and McCormick obtained a measurement of the water vapor mixing ratio. Inaba
and Kobayasi [1970] probed smoke plumes created by the burning of paraffin oil. With
the smoke plume present, they identified the presence of both sulfur dioxide and carbon
monoxide at a range of 20 m. Hirschfeld [1972] examined the means of improving the
signal-to-noise ratio by taking advantage of the wavelength dependence of Raman
scattering (λ-4), as well as by using higher efficiency detectors and better filters for
rejection of scattered signals from the fundamental laser wavelength. Hirschfeld [1972]
was able to detect CO2, SO2, and water vapor at varying ranges and number densities in
full daylight conditions. This work showed, for the first time, the experimental capability
of Raman lidar to detect and quantify trace atmospheric pollutants in broad daylight.
Penney et al., [1974] made measurements of the absolute Raman scattering cross sections
of N2, O2, and CO2. In addition, they made observations of the temperature dependence
of the rotational Raman scattering spectra, which today are used as a method to retrieve
atmospheric temperature profiles.
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Following these early experiments, many researchers [Poultney et al. 1977; Inaba
1976; and many others] continued to improve Raman lidar, making it possible to
remotely detect a large array of chemicals and species in the atmosphere. Raman
scattering provides a reliable ability to uniquely identify molecules. However, its very
small scattering cross section decreases its utility with increased range and for small
concentrations of the species. Therefore, in order to detect remotely small
concentrations, it is necessary to find methods for increasing the signal. There are a
number of ways to improve the detection of smaller quantities of chemical species with
hardware improvements, or with other techniques such as fluorescence detection,
Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL), and resonance-enhanced Raman scattering.
We focus our efforts on the resonance-Raman technique that was demonstrated
more than 60 years ago [Shorygin, 1947]. When the wavelength of optical excitation is
tuned near an electronic absorption band, an increase in the Raman scattering efficiency
is possible. Shorygin [1947] observed a resonance enhancement of Raman scattering
through the use of mercury arc lamp radiation. Behringer and Brandmüller [1956]
continued extensive studies of resonance Raman scattering into the mid 1950s. Laser
developments in the early 1960s made it possible to probe molecular structures with a
nearly monochromatic source, thus alleviating problems associated with wideband
sources that mask Raman signals.
During the 1970s, Penney and Morey [1973] as well as Chamberlain et al. [1976],
Rosen et al., [1975] performed resonant Raman experiments on SO2 and NO2, and they
demonstrated 3 to 5 orders of magnitude increase in Raman scattering compared with that
of the background molecular nitrogen. These results pointed to the possibility of utilizing
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Raman lidar as a means for detecting smaller concentrations of common air pollutants.
Although the number densities of SO2 and NO2 were in the 1 to 100 ppm range, it was
still feasible to detect them using the large increase in Raman scattering intensity from
the resonant enhancement [Chamberlain et al., 1975]. Hirschfeld et al. [1972]
successfully detected SO2 (30 ppm) in field experiments that examined plumes from
smokestacks at a range of 200 m, and demonstrated this capability of the Raman lidar.
Ziegler and Albrecht [1978] went on to perform the first measurements of the preresonant Raman scattering effects in benzene derivatives (e.g., benzene and toluene) and
pioneered this work in organic chemistry. They followed that work with a resonanceenhanced Raman scatter measurements of benzene, utilizing the deep ultraviolet
excitation at 212.8 nm (5th harmonic Nd:YAG) [Ziegler and Albrecht, 1980]. Their
research revealed strong resonant spectra with many combination modes and overtones
present in the spectra.
Resonance fluorescence measurements of upper atmospheric sodium [Gardner et
al., 1988] were used to study the upper mesopause wave structure and temperature. The
technique was extended to astronomy for atmospheric turbulence compensation by
making use of the development of a solid state laser at 589 nm that coincided with
electronic absorption of sodium [Philbrick et al., 1985]. Clark and Dines [1986] made a
comprehensive analysis of resonance Raman scattering and extended the work by
detailing the theory of resonance-enhanced Raman scattering. Asher et al. [1993] used a
new CW (continuous wave) laser source which —maintained hundreds of milliwatts of
power in the deep UV at 257 nm, 248 nm, 244 nm, 238 nm and 228.9 nm— to study the
resonance Raman process. This new CW laser source is ideal for Raman spectroscopy
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because it avoids nonlinear and saturation problems that occur in materials when high
peak intensity is used for excitation. By 1994, Sedlacek et al. [1994] created a resonance
Raman lidar capable of detecting and measuring SO2 pollutants in a plume at a range of
500 m, and demonstrated that it was possible to detect concentrations of 70 ppm·m with
integration times as short as seven seconds.
With the development of several Raman lidars at Penn State University during the
1990s, a technique for measuring and analyzing ozone with sensitivity to a few parts per
billion (ppb) level was developed [Esposito and Philbrick, 1998]. This high sensitivity
resulted from using the Raman scattered signals of the fourth harmonic Nd:YAG laser
(266 nm) from the atmospheric molecular nitrogen and oxygen, which coincidentally lie
on the steep side of the Hartley absorption band in ozone. These signals provide a direct
DIAL (Differential Absorption Lidar) measurement to retrieve profiles of ozone
concentrations greater than about 10 parts per billion [Esposito and Philbrick, 1998].
This technique relies on the fact that the O2-to-N2 ratio in the atmosphere is stable to one
part in 105, and only the absorption of ozone makes any substantial change in the
measured ratio. Temperature measurements from 1 to 105 km have been demonstrated
by combining Rayleigh and Raman scattering measurements in the lower region 1 to 80
km with resonance fluorescence of free metal atoms in the 80 to 105 km altitude region
by using the Doppler width of the fluorescence returns [Alpers et al. 2004].
Resonance-enhanced Raman scattering is proposed as a likely solution to push the
limits of remote detection for measuring minor atmospheric constituents or contaminants.
When compared with classical Raman scattering in the visible, the resonance Raman
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enhancements have shown increases in the scattered signals by several orders of
magnitude [Chamberlain et al., 1976].

13

Chapter 3:
Optical Scattering

Optical scattering is responsible for many atmospheric phenomena. As light
waves propagate through the atmosphere, they scatter off of the molecules in the air.
The most well-known effect is the blue sky, which is due to atmospheric molecular
scattering, often referred to as Rayleigh scattering. Most of the photons incident on
molecules are elastically scattered and the cross section is proportional to λ-4. One
might then argue that the sky should be purple, but the solar spectrum is peaked at
yellow wavelengths, and the human eye is also more responsive to blue than purple;
therefore, the scattered light in the eye’s photometric response appears blue. There
are many other phenomena that result from optical scattering, such as a rainbow,
which is produced by the refractive dispersion of light at the air-water interface of the
nearly spherical water droplets, as seen in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows a sundog that
is the result of refraction at the surface of small ice crystals in the air. The
phenomenon known as the green flash, which results from the fact that shorter
wavelengths scatter through larger angles than do the longer wavelengths, is shown in
Figure 3.2. As the Sun sets, the red end of the spectrum no longer bends enough to be
seen above the horizon, and then the green and blue portions of the spectrum are left
to create a flash of green light for a brief moment of time the green intensity is larger
than blue. Each of these phenomena is a result of light scattering from particles,
without any change in energy or wavelength of the scattered photon. A far less
probable form of light scattering, and one more difficult to observe, was discovered
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by C.V. Raman, and thus has become known as Raman scattering. Raman scattering
occurs when there is a difference in incident and scattered energy that involves the
exchange of energy between the incident photon and the energy states of a molecule,
and therefore results in a significant difference between the incident and scattered
wavelengths.

Figure 3.1. Rainbow (contributed by David Willitsford)

Figure 3.2. Left: Sundog (New Ulm, MN, Erik Axdahl)
Right: Green flash (San Francisco, CA, Mila Zinkova)
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3.1 C.V. Raman and Raman Scattering
Raman scattering has been developed into a standard laboratory technique since
its discovery in 1928 by C.V. Raman [Raman, 1928]. Because there was such a great
interest in the newly discovered phenomenon by the end of 1928, the year of the
discovery, 70 publications were in print. The following year saw continued growth in
this research topic with more than 200 papers published. By the end of the 1930s
more than 1800, papers documenting the spectra of over 2500 samples, had been
published [Fabelnskii, 1998].
Appendix A shows the first photograph of the molecular vibration spectra
taken by C.V. Raman. This discovery was so profound and useful to the
advancement of science, that in 1930 Raman was awarded the Nobel Prize for his
efforts in optical scattering [Nobel Prize, 1930]. Raman scattering is a process by
which light scatters from a molecule at a different wavelength or energy than that
which was incident on the molecule. The change in wavelength of the scattering
photon results from energy exchange with the molecules’ energy states, including
vibration, bending, stretching, or rotational transitions. Early studies using Raman
spectroscopy provided much data on the vibrational energy states and spectra of many
molecules [Hibben, 1939]. The vibrational spectrum provides the traditional
‘fingerprint’ that is used in the identification of molecules from their infrared
absorption and/or Raman scattering. Because the vibrational states of a molecule are
determined by the mass of the atoms as well as their bond strengths and bond angles,
the quantized modes are unique for each molecule. By exciting these different
vibrational and rotational modes and then analyzing the resultant Raman scattered
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spectra, one can use Raman spectroscopy as a powerful tool for uniquely locating,
identifying, and quantifying unknown molecular species.

3.1.1

Stokes and Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
Raman scattering is subdivided into Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering

components. A Stokes shift results when the scattered radiation appears at a lower
energy, or a longer wavelength (red-shifted), relative to the incident radiation, and
anti-Stokes scattering results when the scattered radiation occurs at a higher energy,
or shorter wavelength (blue-shifted). Figure 3.3 illustrates a virtual energy diagram
showing the difference between Rayleigh scattering, Stokes scattering and anti-Stokes
scattering. In the diagram ν0, is the ground state, νe is the vibrationally excited state,
and Δν is the energy of the scattered photon. Rayleigh scattering results when the
initial and final state of the molecule is the same, and no loss or gain of energy
occurs. Stokes Raman occurs when the molecule keeps some of the incident energy
and scatters a photon with lower energy, red-shifting the scattered light. Anti-Stokes
Raman occurs when the molecule starts in an excited state and the donates energy to
the scattered photon, blue-shifting the scattered light.
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Figure 3.3. Optical scattering, ν0 is the ground state, νe is the vibrationally excited state, and Δν
is the energy of the scattered photon [Inaba, 1976]

The Stokes Raman scattering is more probable because most molecules are in
their ground state; however, with increasing temperature more of the molecules will
be elevated to an excited state, as predicted by the Boltzmann distribution,
f (E ) = Ae

−

E
kT

,

where the probability that a molecule will have energy, E, depends on its temperature
T, and a normalization constant, A. With increasing temperature, the Boltzmann
distribution results in a higher probability that the molecule will reside in an excited
state, and so scattering may result in an anti-Stokes component. Because Raman
scattering is dependent on the initial state of the molecule, it is possible to retrieve the
temperature by taking the ratio of the Stokes to anti-Stokes Raman signals [Alpers et
al., 2004]. The changes in the probability distribution function of the rotational states
will also yield in the rotational Raman scattered signals that permit calculations of the
temperature.
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3.1.2

Vibrational Raman Spectral ‘Fingerprints’
Raman scatter depends on the initial state of the molecule and on the set of

quantized energy states associated with the vibration, rotation, stretching, and
bending of the molecules bonds, which determine the spectral fingerprint. Each
molecule has a unique structure, mass, bond length, and bond strength, and therefore
maintains its own set of unique Raman shifts associated with the quantized energy
levels of each dynamical mode of a molecule. Using the molecule’s physical
characteristics, the energy shift associated with the vibrational or rotational transitions
within the simple molecules can be calculated. The energy shifts associated with the
quantized transitions can be imparted to the molecule and thereby subtract from the
incident energy in the case of Stokes scattering (red-shift). Alternatively, the energy
of a vibration (or rotation) may be released or added to the incident energy when the
molecule resides in an energy state above the ground state, and this process is referred
to as anti-Stokes scattering (blue-shift). Figure 3.4 displays the vibrational shift for
an array of molecules. It should be noted that the largest shift, 4160 cm-1
(wavenumbers) is associated with H2 because the hydrogen bond is the strongest, thus
exchanging the most excitation energy. Because hydrogen has the strongest bond that
can participate in Raman scattering, the bandwidth is typically taken to be ~4200 cm-1
and corresponds to the 2.4 μm end of the optical spectrum. Thus, any Raman
scattered light (excluding multiple phonons, combination modes, or overtones) will
occur within 4200 cm-1 of the excitation wavenumber. Appendix B shows typical
Raman scattering energies for different vibrational groups.
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Figure 3.4. Vibrational Raman shift of a collection of molecules [Inaba 1976]

The energy shifts noted above are part of the vibrational spectral fingerprint of
the molecules. The spectrum of the scattered radiation provides an easy method to
distinguish the different molecules, because the scattered wavelength is Ramanshifted by a vibrational energy level specific to each molecules properties. For
example is a laser beam from the 2nd harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser is Raman
scattered by hydrogen,
Incident Wavelength = 532 nm (2 nd Harmonic Nd : YAG Laser)
H 2 RamanShift = 4160 cm −1
18797 cm −1 − 4160 cm −1 = 14637 cm −1
14637 100 cm
*
= 2403280 m −1 , corresponding to 683.2 nm .
cm
1m
The first vibrational shift for H2 occurs at 4160 cm-1. When hydrogen is
excited by a laser at a wavelength of 532 nm, this excitation wavelength will result in
a vibrationally scattered wavelength of ~ 683.2 nm. With the detection of scattered
radiation at 683.2 nm, the presence of hydrogen is confirmed. The magnitude of the
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signal may also be used to make calculations of the quantity of hydrogen present.
With shorter excitation wavelengths, the Raman scattered spectra spanning ~ 4000
cm-1 becomes compressed to the wavelengths shown in Table 3.1 for excitation at 250
nm and 500 nm.
Table 3.1. Raman Spectral Range
Excitation Wavelength
4000 cm-1
250 nm
277.8 nm
500 nm
625 nm

3.1.3

Δλ
27.8 nm
125 nm

Rotational Raman Scattering
Energy shifts associated with rotational modes of a molecule are significantly

smaller in energy than are the vibrational modes. Typical rotational Raman shifts are
in the range from 5 cm-1 to 200 cm-1, and the rotational spectral lines thus appear
close to the Rayleigh (elastically) scattered line [Penney, 1974]. Figure 3.5 shows a
Morse potential diagram depicting the energy levels of a typical atom or molecule.
The ν levels represent the vibrational states of the molecule, and the R-levels
represent the rotational states of the molecule, with ν0 being the rest state.

Figure 3.5. Vibrational and rotational energy diagram, ν levels correspond to vibrational states
and Rn levels correspond to rotational states
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It is relatively straight-forward to model and calculate the rotational Raman
scatter of simple two-atom rotors, which typically represent the atmospheric
molecules, nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2) [Behrendt and Nakamura, 2002]. The
rotational lines occur on both the Stokes and anti-Stokes sides of the incident
radiation; the Stokes features will have larger cross-sections, because of the larger
probability that the molecules reside in lower energy states. Figure 3.6 shows the
calculated rotational Raman spectra for a simple two-atom rotor such as nitrogen and
oxygen at 200 K. For comparison, Figure 3.7 shows the rotational Raman spectra for
nitrogen and oxygen at 300 K; notice that rotational states further from the center
(Rayleigh line) are populated as the higher temperature broadens the distribution, also
notice that the populations of the lowest energy states —those closer to the Rayleigh
line— decrease as the higher states are populated. There is also a change in the
magnitude of each state, as more of the energy is coupled into the higher energy
states.

Figure 3.6. Rotational Raman lines for oxygen and nitrogen at 200K
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Figure 3.7. Rotational Raman lines for oxygen and nitrogen at 300K

3.2 Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering, or CARS, is a nonlinear optical
process typically described as four-wave mixing [Tolles et al., 1977]. Coherent
Raman spectroscopy yields similar information to normal Raman scattering; due to
the efficient transfer of energy to the scattering medium however, signal levels may
be improved by as much as nine orders of magnitude [Melveger, 1978]. CARS is a
useful tool for probing chemicals in a laboratory situation, but there are several
obstacles when applying this technique to remote sensing. The coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scatter is exclusively a forward-scatter process, meaning that a traditional
Raman lidar that relies on back-scattered signals would not be possible. Also, in
order for the coherent Raman scattering process to occur, the pump and probe beams
must be perfectly overlapped, both spatially and temporally.
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3.2.1

Pump, Probe, and Four-wave Mixing
The coherent process known as four-wave mixing involves the interaction of

three electromagnetic fields to create a fourth field, in this case it is the anti-Stokes
Raman scatter. The process of electromagnetic interaction with a material can be

G
expanded using a Taylor series of the induced polarization P , in terms of the applied
local electric field,

G
G
G
G
P = ε 0 χ (1) E + ε 0 χ ( 2) E 2 + ε 0 χ (3) E 3 + ... ,

where χ(1) is known as the linear electro-optic effect or Pockels effect. The Pockels
effect is used in Pockels cells to provide a linear voltage-controlled optical
polarization rotator. The χ(2) effect is known as the quadratic electro-optic effect or
Kerr Effect. Although the Kerr effect is typically weaker than the Pockels effect, it
was discovered first in 1875, because it is present in all materials. In contrast, the
Pockels effect was only discovered in 1893, because it is only found in
noncentrosymmetric materials. The study of CARS involves utilizing the χ(3) effect,
in which three electromagnetic fields interact to form sum and difference frequencies
coherently to generate an anti-Stokes photon. Although there are only two different
beams, the process is still considered to be four-wave mixing as the incident radiation
is degenerate and is used twice during the coherent Raman process. Figure 3.8 shows
the CARS process that generates the anti-Stokes signal. In the CARS process,

υ c = 2υ p − υ s ,
where
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νp is the incident (pump) radiation energy,
νs is the Stokes (probe) radiation energy,
νc is the scattered radiation or CARS signal energy.

Figure 3.8. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy. Two pump photons νp are mixed with
the stokes photon νs to retrieve the scattered photon νs

When the difference between νp and νs is equal to a vibronic energy level, a resonant
enhancement is seen in the CARS signal.

υ r = υ p − υ s (resonant enhancement)
The resonant enhancement will occur when this relation is satisfied, thus increasing
the CARS signal by several orders of magnitude.

3.2.2

White Light Laser (Stokes Probe)
As is mentioned above, in order to see the large signal increase associated

with scanning CARS, it is necessary to scan the Stokes (probe) laser beam. However,
by utilizing a supercontinuum “white light” laser there is no need to scan the probe
because the laser energy is already present in each pulse. A white light laser is an
extremely broadband laser source that is spatially coherent but temporally incoherent.
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Spatial coherence means that it is possible to focus and collimate the laser beam,
while temporal incoherence means that it has a broadband emission. It is commonly
called a white light laser because the laser is white due to the presence of laser light
throughout the visible spectrum.† By utilizing an ultra-fast laser pulse
(~femtosecond) propagated through a highly nonlinear fiber, it is possible to generate
a laser beam with a supercontinuum spectrum. Figure 3.9 shows a prism expansion
of a supercontinuum white light laser developed in the Ultra-fast Optics Lab at The
Pennsylvania State University.

Figure 3.9. Dispersion of the supercontinuum white light laser in the Ultra-fast Optics Lab at
Penn State University

3.3 Fluorescence
Fluorescence is a serious obstacle in Raman scattering studies because even
low levels of photoemission can mask the much weaker Raman effect. The
fluorescence cross section can exceed the Raman scattering cross sections by as many
as 12 orders of magnitude [Inaba, 1978]. Fluorescence is the spontaneous emission
of a photon following excitation of electronic states by the absorption of incident
radiation. Non-radiative transitions following the absorption result in spontaneous reemission in a band of wavelengths and often create a broadband emission
(fluorescence), which can mask the Raman return. The schematic Figure 3.10

†

Supercontinuum is more commonly accepted because it applies to any broadband laser source, either
in the ultraviolet, visible, or infrared without the need for an actual beam to appear white.
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represents the mechanism by which broadband emission occurs, when creating the
fluorescent effect. The fluorescent process in many molecules experiences a
quenching effect in the lower atmosphere, where the scattering intensity is lowered by
several orders of magnitude due to collisions that dissipate energy without the
emission of a photon. In a low-pressure situation either in a laboratory chamber or in
the upper atmosphere (where collisions are less frequent), this quenching effect is
greatly reduced. Although the quenching effects reduce the intensity of fluorescence,
the signal may still be too strong to distinguish any underlying Raman scattered light.
Other means of reducing fluorescence and other unwanted signals, must be
employed to measure the weaker Raman scattered signals. A common method of
reducing background signals is accomplished by the use of narrowband filters
centered on the wavelength of the expected Raman scattered signals. Another
method for reducing the interference of fluorescence is through the use of time gating
of the scattered signals for pulsed laser excitation [Matousek, 2000]. Raman
scattering is nearly instantaneous; however, the broadband process of fluorescence is
much slower and can be partially separated by preventing the detector from counting
photons beyond the interval corresponding to immediate scattering of the
fundamental laser pulse.
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Figure 3.10. Broadband emission due to fluorescence, So is the ground state and S1 is the excited
state

3.4 Resonance Raman Scattering
Resonance Raman scattering occurs when the wavelength of excitation falls
near or within an electronic or vibrational absorption band of the molecule, and
thereby enhances the coupling of energy into the vibrational modes of the absorbing
species. This scattering enhancement can be as much as 3-to-8 orders of magnitude
larger than that of classical Raman scattering [Chamberlain et al., 1976]. Although
the resonance effect greatly enhances the scattering power, this effect is not always
observed easily because the simultaneous higher absorption, combined with the
interfering effects of fluorescence, may hide the enhanced Raman scattered radiation.
Figure 3.11 shows a comparison of Raman scattering, pre-resonance Raman,
resonance Raman, and fluorescence interactions. The upward portion of the arrows
represents the incident energy with the curved peak being the point where the
scattering results and the downward portion of the arrow represents the Raman
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scattered wavelength. The approximate scattering cross sections for each of the
different scattering mechanisms are listed in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.11. Optical scattering mechanisms [Inaba, 1975]

The fluorescent signal may be quite large and is also very broad, resulting in
little opportunity to identify it due to its broadband emission. Fluorescence occurs in
many different chemical and biological molecules, however, its specificity is lost due
to the non-radiative transitions occurring in the scattering medium. As a result, it is
often possible to use fluorescence as a means for detection of a broad class of
materials, but not as a means to identify a specific material. The fluorescent emission
is very slow relative to Raman scattering, and allows the vibrational energy of the
electronic states to degenerate back to its lower vibrational levels. Therefore, the
wavelengths of the fluorescence photons are mostly independent of the incident
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radiation; thus the Raman signals do reflect the energy states unique to the scattering
molecules [Levenson, 1989]. Most molecules do not generally fluoresce with any
significant intensity when the excitation energies are below about 280 nm, and this
factor can be very important for investigations of the resonance Raman properties.

Table 3.2. Optical scattering cross sections [Inaba, 1975]

3.5 Lidar
Lidar (Light Detection And Ranging), commonly referred to as laser radar,
has been developed as a method of remotely detecting several of the chemical species
in the atmosphere. The Penn State Lidar Lab has developed a number of Raman lidar
instruments, and used them for the investigations of the properties and processes in
the atmosphere. The focus of recent studies has been on the investigations of
atmospheric properties, and molecular species [Brown et al., 2008, Philbrick et al.,
2006. Willitsford et al. 2005].
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3.5.1

Lidar Fundamentals
A lidar system transmits a pulsed laser beam into the atmosphere where it is

scattered from molecules and aerosols. The molecules in the atmosphere —primarily
nitrogen (N2), oxygen (O2) and water vapor (H2O)— scatter the energy from a laser
beam, this scattered energy is collected and analyzed. A monostatic lidar transmits
and receives on the same axis, while bistatic or multistatic receivers are located off of
the transmit axis to provide information on the angle dependence of the scattered
radiation. In either setup, the scattered signals are generally measured with a
photomultiplier tube (PMT) in analog or digital counting mode, or with a solid state
detector. The collected signals are then analyzed to obtain results on the
concentration of atmospheric constituents, or to determine one of several
meteorological properties. The backscattered return signals contain information from
both Rayleigh and Raman scattering processes. The rotational Raman scattered
signals carry the specific information on atmospheric temperature, and the vibrational
scattered signals contain information on the concentration of molecular species, such
as water vapor and ozone.

3.5.2

LAPS
The LAPS (Lidar Atmospheric Profile Sensor) instrument, shown in Figure

3.12, was developed at Penn State by faculty, staff, and graduate students as an
operational prototype for the United States Navy. The LAPS unit was initially
constructed to measure atmospheric temperature and water vapor profiles to support
meteorological forecasting, to correct radar returns affected by RF refraction, and to
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demonstrate a replacement for cumbersome radiosonde‡ measurements. The LAPS
unit was successfully tested in September and October of 1996 in the Gulf of Mexico
and the Atlantic Ocean [Philbrick, 1996]. Following these tests, the LAPS unit has
been used as a research tool for investigating and characterizing the evolution of air
pollution episodes. The LAPS lidar has proven its utility with extensive studies of
atmospheric water vapor, temperature, ozone, and particulates [Philbrick et al. 1997,
Esposito and Philbrick, 1998; Philbrick and Mulik, 2000.]. The data collected by the
LAPS Raman lidar have been supplemented with balloon sonde measurements as
well as aircraft measurements to develop a more complete picture of complex
atmospheric interactions [Philbrick et al., 2003].

‡

A radiosonde or balloon sonde is a meteorological sensor package attached to a helium-filled balloon.
It is released into the air and during its ascent transmits measurements of atmospheric properties back
to a base station on the ground.
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Figure 3.12. Lidar Atmospheric Profile Sensor (LAPS) at Penn State University

3.6 Summary
Rayleigh scattering where the scattered wavelength is essentially the same as
the incident wavelength, in the natural atmosphere is a commonly observed
phenomenon. A far less probable form of optical scattering is known as Raman
scattering. Raman scattering from incident laser beams has proven to be a useful tool
for the identification and quantification of many molecules. Following the
developments of the laser in the early 1960s that provided a coherent and nearly
monochromatic source, Raman scattering using laser beams has proved to be most
valuable in locating and identifying unknown chemical species. The extremely small
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scattering cross section of non-resonant Raman scattering make it difficult to detect,
identify, and quantify small concentrations of chemical species. Lidar measurements
of molecular concentrations are possible when using backscattered signals from the
unique fingerprints of Raman spectra. By using the resonant enhancement process, a
further extension of Raman spectral analysis is possible. Resonance-enhanced
Raman scatter is expected to extend lidar remote sensing techniques by improving
signal-to-noise ratio and permitting detection of lower concentrations of molecular
species over larger distances.
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Chapter 4: Theory of ResonanceEnhanced Raman Scattering

An overview of the theoretical background of resonantly enhanced Raman
scattering is now provided as a foundation for this subject. The theory was first
developed by Shorygin [1947] and expanded by the work of Albrecht [1961]. Over
the years, many different methods for presenting and interpreting the theory of
resonant enhanced Raman scatter have been proposed [Albrecht, 1961; Behringer,
1974; Spiro, 1977; Hong, 1977a and 1977b]. I have chosen to present a summary
based upon the work of Clark and Dines [1986], with additional contributions of
Long [2001]. The results and equations from this approach have become widely used
and well-known within the community of researchers who work in the field.

4.1 Classical Light Scattering – Dipole Scattering
Raman scattering occurs when a dipole is induced in a molecule by the
electric field of the applied electro-magnetic wave, and the result is dipole scattering
from the molecule. The time-averaged power per unit solid angle is [Long, 2001],

I = kν'ν s4 po2 sin 2 (θ ) ,

[4.1]

where,
kν ' =

π 2 c0
,
2ε 0

p 0 is the amplitude of the induced dipole of frequency ν s (scattered), and
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θ is the angle with respect to the axis of the dipole.
The induced electric dipole can be viewed as a sum of an infinite series

po = p (1) + p ( 2 ) + p (3) + ... ,
which generally converges quite quickly [Long, 2001] because
p (1) >> p ( 2) >> p ( 3)
G
G
p (1) = αE

where α is the molecular polarizability tensor of 2nd rank,

G
1 GG
p ( 2) = β EE
2

where β is the hyperpolarizability tensor of 3rd rank,

G
1 GGG
p ( 3) = γEEE
6

where γ is the second hyperpolarizability tensor of 4th rank.

By substituting p0 into Equation [4.1], one retrieves [Long, 2001],

[

]

G
2
I = kν 'ν s4 αE (ν laser ) sin 2 [θ ] .

[4.2]

From Equation 4.2, it is clear that the intensity of the scattered light is proportional to
the fourth power of the scattered frequency and to the square of the E-field strength.

4.1.1 Rayleigh and Raman Scatter

By utilizing a Taylor series expansion and ignoring higher terms the
polarizability tensor α can be described [Long, 2001] as,

(α ) = (α )
ρσ k

ρσ 0

⎛ ∂α ρσ
+ ⎜⎜
⎝ ∂Qk

where,
Qk = Qk 0 cos (ν k t + δ k ) .

⎞
⎟⎟ Qk ,
⎠0

[4.3]
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Therefore, the polarizability tensor at frequency νk is equal to the polarizability tensor
at the equilibrium point plus a perturbation from the equilibrium point that depends
on νk. The electric field from the incident radiation field is,
G G
E = E0 cos(ν l t ) ,

whereν l is the frequency of excitation (laser).

G
G
Examining p (1) = (α ρσ )k E , we can then calculate the time dependence of the induced
electric dipole from the E-field and the polarizability tensor [Long, 2001], i.e.,
G
⎛ ∂α ρσ
G
p (1) = (α ρσ )0 E 0 cos(ν l t ) + ⎜⎜
⎝ ∂Qk

G
⎞
⎟⎟ Qk 0 cos(ν k t + δ k )E 0 cos(ν l t ) .
⎠0

By applying the trigonometric identity,
cos(a ) cos(b ) =

1
[cos(a − b ) + cos(a + b )],
2

it is possible to separate the frequency components of the induced dipole moment into
an elastically scattered component, as well as the Raman Stokes and anti-Stokes
components.
When the molecule of interest is excited by the incident electric field, a dipole
moment is created that oscillates at the excitation frequency and thereby re-radiates
energy at the same frequency resulting in elastic or Rayleigh scatter. In the same
volume, a small fraction of the molecules becomes excited and modulates the incident
frequency by (± νk) creating Raman Stokes and Raman anti-Stokes features which
can be described as,
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G
⎛ ∂α
G
p (1) = (α ρσ )0 E0 cos (ν l t ) + ⎜⎜ ρσ
⎝ ∂ Qk

G
⎞
⎟⎟ Qk 0 cos (ν k t + δ k )E0 cos (ν l t )
⎠0

cos(a ) cos(b ) =

Rayleigh

1
[cos(a − b ) + cos(a + b )]
2

Raman

⎛ ∂α ρσ
⎜⎜
⎝ ∂Qk

G 1
⎞
⎟⎟ Qk 0 E0 [cos(ν l t −ν k t ) + cos(ν l t +ν k t )]
2
⎠0
Stokes

Anti-Stokes

hence,
G
(1)
(ν l ) = (α ρσ )0 E0 cos(ν l t )
pRayleigh

⎛ ∂α
G (1)
(ν k + ν l ) = ⎜⎜ ρσ
pRaman
⎝ ∂Qk

G 1
⎞
⎟⎟ Qk 0 E0 [cos(ν l t − ν k t ) + cos(ν l t + ν k t )] .
2
⎠0

Because all molecules are polarizable [Long, 2001], a portion of α0 will be non-zero
and, therefore, Rayleigh scattering will always exist. In order for Raman scattering to
occur (i.e. Raman active), the polarizability must change so that,
⎛ ∂α ρσ
⎜⎜
⎝ ∂Qk

⎞
⎟⎟ ≠ 0 .
⎠0

That is, the derivative of the polarizability with respect to the normal mode must be
non-zero in the case of Raman scattering. It follows that if there is no change in the
polarizability due to an induced dipole moment, then the polarization of the scattering
G (1)
(ν k + ν l ) will be zero. In this case, there will be no resultant scattering at
wave, pRaman

either the Stokes or anti-Stokes Raman wavelengths.
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4.2 Infrared Active and Raman Active Selection Rules

In order for a molecule to be infrared active so that infrared absorption at a
certain frequency is allowed, the molecule must first have a permanent electric dipole
moment. This dipole moment can then be modulated at the incident frequency, thus it
is infrared active and absorbs energy from photons with energies near the energy of
resonance corresponding to its quantized energy state. In order for a molecule to be
Raman active so that a certain mode can be excited, a dipole moment must be induced
by the electric field of the incident radiation. This induced dipole moment is a result
of the motions of the electrons relative to the nucleus caused by the electric field of
the scattering photon. Finally, the rule of mutual exclusion states that, if a molecule
has a center of symmetry, then there are no modes that are both infrared and Raman
active [Long, 2001].

4.3 Dirac Notation - Bra-Ket Operators

In order for the quantum mechanical equations to describe the absorption and
scattering processes, we choose to use the notation for quantum states that was first
introduced by Paul Dirac [Dirac, 1939] called bra-ket, from the “bra” and “ket” in
“bracket”. The ‘left’ quantum state is defined as the bra a , and the ‘right’ quantum
state is the ket b . When combined a b , the bra-ket operator represents the inner
product of a and b. In the case of quantum states, the complex conjugate is implied in
the bra operator, but not in the ket. That is we have,
Ψ* = Ψ .
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The combination of the bra-ket operator is most commonly used as a multiple
integral,

∫ Ψ ΨdQ
*

1

= Ψ Ψ ,

and, more specifically,
a A b = ∫ Ψa* ( x ) A Ψb ( x )dx .

4.4 Quantum Mechanical Treatment of Dipole Scattering

The quantum mechanical approach utilizes perturbation theory to calculate the
transition electric dipole. The transition electric dipole is then used to replace the
induced electric dipole, and describes the transition polarizability for transitions from
an initial state i to final a state f for a given excitation frequency, generally
excited by laser frequency. The transition dipole can be described as a sum of
individual components where each corresponds to different dependencies on the
applied electric field,

( ) + (p ) + (p )

p fi = p1

2

fi

3

fi

fi

+ ... ,

where the subscript fi represents the transition from the initial to the final state. By
applying perturbation theory, we can use the bra-ket notation to represent the total
transition dipole as,
p fi = Ψ f' pˆ Ψi' ,
where,
Ψ f ' is the perturbed time-dependent wave function for the final state,
Ψi ' is the perturbed time-dependent wave function for the initial state, and
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p̂ is the electric dipole moment operator.
Through the use of perturbation theory, it is possible to derive expressions for the
transition dipole by expressing each term as a linear combination of unperturbed and
perturbed states [Long, 2001]. In the case of the electric dipole operator, we can
write,

(p )
1

fi

= Ψ f0 pˆ Ψi1 + Ψ 1f pˆ Ψi0 .

The value is linearly dependent on the applied electric field because each portion is
dependent only on a single perturbed state, either Ψi1 or Ψ 1f .

4.5 Theory of Resonant-Enhanced Raman Scattering

The experiments performed in my research were carried out using an
arrangement with a 90° scattering angle between the incident beam and the collection
paths. For a Raman scattering transition between the initial state i and final state
f , the intensity of the scattered light at 90° with respect to the excitation beam is

given by,

[

⎛π ⎞ π
4
*
I fi ⎜ ⎟ = 2 (ν~0 ± ν~fi ) I 0 ∑ [α ρσ ]fi [α ρσ ]fi
⎝ 2 ⎠ ε0
ρ ,σ
2

]

where ,

ν~0 is the wavenumber of the excitation laser,
ν~ fi is the wavenumber of the Raman transition

f ← i ,

ν~0 + ν~ fi is the wavenumber of the Raman anti-Stokes scattered radiation,

ν~0 − ν~ fi is the wavenumber of the Raman Stokes scattered radiation,
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I 0 is the irradiance W/m2 of the incident radiation,

ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, 8.854 × 10-12 F/m,
and [α ρσ ] fi is the ρσth element of the transition polarizability tensor as given
by the Kramers—Heisenberg Dispersion Formula [Kramers & Heisenberg,
1925], and is written as,

[ ]

[ ]

⎡ μ ρ fr [μσ ]ri
[μσ ] fr μ ρ ri ⎤
1
+~
⎥
⎢~ ~
∑
hc r ≠i , f ⎢⎣ν ri − ν o − iΓr ν rf + ν~o + iΓr ⎥⎦

[α ]

=

[μ ]

is the ρth component of the transition dipole moment associated with

ρσ fi

[4.4]

where,
ρ fr

the transition f ← r ,

[μσ ]fr

is the σth component of the transition dipole moment associated with
the transition f ← r , and

iΓr is the damping factor that is inversely proportional to the lifetime of state
r .

In the case of resonance-enhanced Raman scatter, the excitation laser
frequency, ν~0 , is tuned to a frequency near the electronic absorption frequency,ν~ri ,
and as ν~0 approachesν~ri , ν~ri −ν~o approaches 0. Tuning reduces the denominator of
the first term of the polarizability tensor, and results in large increase in the efficiency
of the transition. This increase in the polarizability tensor represents the process by
which the normally weak Raman scattered signal is enhanced in the resonance
process.
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[ ]

Examination of the polarizability tensor, α ρσ

fi

, helps our understanding of

this enhancement. Under resonance conditions, the 2nd term in the transition
polarizability (Equation 4.4) can be neglected, yielding,

[α ]
ρσ

fi

≅

[μ ρ ] fr [μσ ]ri
1
.
∑
hc r ≠ i , fν~ri − ν~o − iΓr

[4.5]

A convenient and commonly used simplification is the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation, which is a method for separating the response of the nuclei from that
of the electrons. Because the nuclei have significantly more inertia than the electrons,
the relative response of the nuclei to the applied field can be neglected, and therefore
only the response of the electron distribution needs to be considered. This
approximation allows the excited states to be separated into products of vibrational
and electronic states, that is,
i = eiν i = ei ν i ,
r = erν r = er ν r ,
f = e fν f = e f ν f ,
where e and ν represent the electronic and vibrational states for the initial (i), virtual
(r), and final (f) states. Typically the initial and final electronic states are the ground
state that further simplifies to,
i = gν i = g ν i
r = erν r = er ν r
f = gν f = g ν f .
For this case, Equation [4.5] can be rewritten as,

[α ]
ρσ

fi

≅

ν f [μ ρ ]ge ν r ν r [μ σ ]eg ν i
1
, [4.6]
∑
hc r ≠ i , f
ν~ri − ν~o − iΓr
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where [μρ]ge is the ρth component of the transition dipole moment for the electronic
transitition g ← e [Dines, 2008].
Finally by applying the Herzberg-Teller [Herzberg and Teller, 1933]
expansion to the transition polarizability tensor, one can separate the Raman
scattering into what is known as the A, B, C, and D terms of the transition
polarizability [Long, 2001].

[α ] = [α ] + [α ] + [α ] + [α ]
A

ρσ

fi

ρσ

fi

B

ρσ

fi

C

ρσ

D

ρσ

fi

fi

The four terms are included for completeness, although the C and D terms are
likely to be very small in magnitude [Long, 2001] and are usually ignored in both
Raman scattering and resonance enhanced Raman scattering.

A – Term: In applying the Franck-Condon approximation the polarizability is

determined by the electronic transition dipole moment, [μ ρ ], and the vibrational
overlap integral [Long, 2001], and is given by,

[α ]

A

ρσ fi

ν (f g ) ν r(e ) ν r(e ) ν i( g )
1
0
0
[μ ρ ]ge [μσ ]eg ∑ ν~ − ν~ − iΓ .
=
hc
r ≠i , f
ri
o
r

[4.7]

B – Term: This term represents the vibronic coupling of the resonant excited

state,

ν er

, to one other excited state,

[α ]

B

ρσ

fi

ν es

hk
1
0
0
= 2 2 [μ ρ ]ge [μ σ ]eg ~se
Δν es
h c
hk
1
0
0
+ 2 2 [μ ρ ]ge [μ σ ]eg ~es
Δν se
h c

[Long, 2001],

∑

r ≠i, f

∑

r ≠i , f

ν (f g ) Qk ν r(e ) ν r(e ) ν i( g )
ν~ri − ν~o − iΓr
ν gf ν r(e ) ν r(e ) Qk ν i( g )
ν~ri − ν~o − iΓr

[4.8]

.
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C – Term: This term represents the vibronic coupling of the ground electronic state

, νe

g

, to an excited electronic state , ν et

[α ]

C

ρσ

fi

hsgk
1
0
0
= 2 2 [μ ρ ]se [μ σ ]eg ~
Δν gs
h c

[Long, 2001],

∑

ν (f g ) Qk ν r(e ) ν r(e ) ν i( g )
ν~ri − ν~o − iΓr

r ≠i , f

h gsk
1
0
0
+ 2 2 [μ ρ ]ge [μ σ ]eg ~
Δν sg
h c

∑

ν (f g ) Qk ν r(e ) ν r(e ) ν i( g )
ν~ri − ν~o − iΓr

r ≠i , f

D – Term: Vibronic coupling of the excited electronic state,

excited electronic states , ν e

s

[α ]

D

ρσ

fi

and

ν es '

h k hesk
1
0
0
= 3 3 [μ ρ ]gs [μσ ]eg ~se
Δν es Δν~se
hc

ν er

[4.9]

.

,to two other

[Long, 2001] is represented,

ν (f g ) Qk ν r(e ) ν r(e ) Qk ν i(e )

∑

ν~ri −ν~o − iΓr

r ≠i , f

. [4.10]

4.6 Qualitative Description of the A and B Terms for Resonance-Raman
Scattering

The A-term, or the Franck–Condon resonance-Raman effect, is determined by
convolving the pure electronic transition dipole moment with the vibrational overlap
integrals. The A-term resonance-Raman scattering occurs when two conditions are
met [Long, 2001]:
1. The transition dipole moments [μ ρ ]ge and [μσ ]eg must be non-zero [Clark
0

0

and Dines, 1986], and
2. The products of the vibrational overlap integrals (Franck-Condon factors),

ν (f g ) ν r(e ) ν r(e ) ν i( g ) , must be nonzero for at least some value of the
vibrational quantum state, ν [Clark and Dines, 1986].
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The first condition is met if the resonant electronic transition is electric-dipoleallowed. This is generally the case when a strong absorption band results from a π-π*
transition, or from charge transfer [Clark and Dines, 1986]. The second condition is
met if there is a difference in the vibrational energy between the ground state levels,

ν i( g ) , and the electronic excited states, ν i(e ) , resulting in a change of the shape of
the potential field, or if there is a displacement ΔQk in the minimum of the excited
potential field of the electronic states with respect to the normal coordinate Qk.
[Clark and Dines, 1986]. Figure 4.1 displays a diagram of the conditions that
represent four possible cases associated with the occurrence of A-term resonanceRaman scattering.
In Figure 4.1(a), there is neither a change in the potential shape, nor a change
in the potential minimum, therefore there is no A-term scattering. Figure 4.1(b)
shows a change in the potential shape resulting in non-zero vibrational overlap
integrals for both totally symmetric and asymmetric modes. The cases shown in
Figures 4.1(c) and (d) represent the excitation associated with non-zero overlap
integrals for totally symmetric modes with a displacement in the potential field. In
practice a significant change in the vibrational energy state occurs only when there is
a displacement of the potential energy minimum, therefore case (d) is considered
most important [Clark and Dines, 1986]. If the displacement of the potential
minimum is large enough, then the A-term resonant Raman scattering can result in
overtones with intensities that are comparable to the fundamental.
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Figure 4.1. Four conditions for A-term scattering [Long, 2001].

The B-term resonant scattering is the result of vibronic coupling of the
resonant excited state ν er ,to one other excited state ν es [Long, 2001]. Similar to
the A-term, the B-term depends on non-zero overlap and transition integrals, as well
as on the intensity of the vibronic coupling hsek and upon the difference between the
coupled states Δν~es . The B-term is usually smaller than the A-term, however if the
resonant transition yields zero, or near zero displacements of the potential minimum
then only the diagonal overlap integrals are non-zero and as such the A-term is
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vanishing. [Clark and Dines, 1986]. For times when the A-term is zero, the B-term
may be the only significant contribution to the resonance Raman scattering, and in
this case the diagonal overlap integrals are important. These integrals are only nonzero for ν i( g ) = ± 1; therefore only fundamental Raman shifts are observed, so that
there are no overtones. An extension of this idea, known as the ‘low temperature
limit’, occurs when upper vibrational levels are not populated. Thus, ν i( g ) = 0 i( g ) and

ν (f g ) = 1(fg ) , and only these two products contribute. In this case, we can remove the
summation over the terms in B-term from the vibrational overlap integrals [Long,
2001] yielding,

[α ]

B

ρσ

fi

[ ] [μ ]

1
= 2 2 μρ
h c
+

ge

0
σ eg

[ ] [μ ]

1
μρ
h c
2 2

0

0

ge

0

σ eg

(g )
(e )
(e ) ( g )
hsek 1 f Qk 0 r 0 r 0 i
Δν~es
ν~ri −ν~o − iΓr
k
es

h
Δν~se

1gf 1(re ) 1(re ) Qk 0 i( g )
.
ν~ −ν~ − iΓ
ri

o

[4.11]

r

4.7 Summary

The intensity of non-resonance Raman scattered lines depends on the intensity
of the incident radiation, the fourth power of the frequency, and the magnitude of the
transition polarizability tensor [α ρσ ] fi . The magnitude of the transition polarizability
tensor is controlled by the overlap integrals, and their contribution is even more
important in the case of resonance-Raman scattering. In the resonance Raman case
the proximity of the excitation frequency to the electronic absorption peak (ν~ri − ν~o )
provides the resonance coupling enhancement. As the excitation frequency
approaches the absorption frequency, a minimum in the denominator occurs that
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results in the large enhancements of the resonant Raman scattered intensity. The Aterm resonance Raman scattering results in the observation of strong fundamental line
intensities, and can also result in equally strong overtones in the Raman spectra. The
B-term resonance Raman scattering is limited to fundamental modes and is typically a
weaker phenomenon. Table 4.1 shows a comparison that summarizes the Raman and
resonant-enhanced Raman scattering [Smith and Dent, 2005].

Table 4.1. Summary of Raman and Resonant Raman [Smith and Dent, 2005]
Raman Scattering
B-Term effective
No overtones
More modes observed in the spectrum
No electronic information
Weak scattering

Resonance Raman Scattering
A- and B-term effective
Overtones common
Some modes selectively enhanced
Electronic information present
Stronger scattering
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Chapter 5:
Raman and Resonance-Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy: The Experimental Setup
Townes and Schawlow first discovered stimulated emission with the invention
of the MASER in 1953. Seven years later, Theodore Maiman demonstrated the first
LASER by shining a high-power flash lamp on a ruby rod that had silver-reflective
coated surfaces. After the invention of the laser, it was often said that the “laser is a
solution looking for a problem.” This is certainly no longer the case, as lasers are
often utilized in everyday life, from grocery store scanners to police speed
measurement, to a plethora of applications within the medical fields. Lasers are also
commonly used in the scientific and optical research fields because of their extremely
narrow line width, as well as their temporal and spatial coherence. Lasers also have
become the near perfect source for remote detection and for identification of chemical
species.
In recent years, there have been increased research-and-development efforts
focused on the ultraviolet region. There are two major reasons for this; first, the
ultraviolet region has advantages of higher scattering cross-sections and reduced
background and second, the costs of ultraviolet sources (lasers) and detectors have
decreased while the quantum efficiency of the ultraviolet detectors has increased.
Utilizing the ultraviolet end of the spectrum for Raman study is appealing for
a number of reasons. Each of the following advantages allows increased signal-tonoise performance, making detection and quantification of chemical and biological
species easier. First, the Raman cross sections are proportional to ν4 or λ-4, so
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decreasing the wavelength results in larger Raman scatter signals. Second, an
important application of Raman scatter is for profiling species concentrations and
atmospheric properties using lidar. Lidar is usually performed outdoors; as such,
researchers are constantly working to overcome the signals from the solar
background. The stratospheric ozone and molecular oxygen absorption provides a
special spectral region known as the solar blind region for applications within the
troposphere. Atmospheric ozone absorb so strongly in the UV-C (λ < 280 nm) that
the solar radiation at the surface is non-existent, hence the name solar blind.
Atmospheric ozone also absorbs most of the UV-B (280 nm < λ < 315 nm) region,
which also benefits atmospheric lidar measurements with increased signal-to-noise
ratios. Finally, the deep UV region is appealing for use in Raman scattering because
the fluorescence background no longer interferes for λ < 280 nm. This third
advantage yields the opportunity to make use of ultraviolet excitation for resonanceRaman scattering. This research examines the opportunities for eventual
development of resonance-Raman lidar techniques by studying the electronic
absorption and scattering in both benzene and toluene.

5.1 Resonance Enhancement
Resonance-enhanced Raman scatter has been found in an array of chemicals
[Asher, 1993; Behringer, 1974; Calleja and Cardona, 1978; Chen et al., 1997]; few
studies, if any, have used ultra fine-tuning (<1 nm) through the electronic absorption
peaks of molecules. By using an OPO (Optical Parametric Oscillator) cavity to
continuously tune through the electronic absorption bands of both benzene and
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toluene, it has been possible to study the effects of a resonant enhancement with a
tuning bandwidth as small as a fraction of a nanometer.

5.2 Experimental Setup Overview
As with many research endeavors it is important to be flexible when setting up
an experiment. Throughout this research, it was necessary at times to rethink,
redesign, and, in some circumstances, redo certain experiments, in order to improve
the overall quality of the experimental results. Each step in the experimental process
was not only crucial to the overall success, but it also provided an important learning
opportunity. Each step in the experiment required addressing new problems that
arose along the way, such as reducing the Rayleigh scatter signal, correcting a
misaligned laser, repairing electronic hardware failures, investigating unknown
Raman line interferences, among many other issues. Although each setback was
incredibly upsetting, and at times seemed insurmountable, the problems yielded
wonderful† opportunities to learn and adapt, to successfully complete the experiment.
The experiments to collect the Raman data were performed at the North
Carolina State University Optics Lab in collaboration with the research group of
Professor Hans Hallen. The Raman scattering experiment utilized a pulsed laser for
excitation, which could be tuned to specific electronic absorption bands. The sample
was held in a Teflon container with the incident radiation striking the input window at
~45◦ and scattering into a matched optical collection system. The lens coupling

†

In hindsight, the problems provided opportunities to learn, although at the time these ‘wonderful’
opportunities were just awful.
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system focused the light through the entrance slit into a triple monochromator for
analysis.

5.2.1

Laser Excitation
An optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is a tunable laser cavity that is capable

of generating a continuous wavelength scan of laser output. An OPO contains the
basic assembly of a laser with cavity mirrors, a pump source, and an optical medium
in which lasing occurs. The pump source in the case of our OPO is the 3rd harmonic
of the Nd:YAG (neodymium doped into yttrium aluminum garnet) laser at 354.7 nm.
Table 5.1 shows the harmonic wavelengths generated by the Nd:YAG laser. This
pump laser beam is split within the OPO cavity into two other beams: a signal and an
idler. A nonlinear interaction amplifies both the signal and the idler waves while the
pump beam is reduced, as its energy is coupled into these two waves. This is
considered as a three frequency interaction,

ω1 = ω 2 + ω 3 ,
where ω1 is the pump, ω2 is the signal, and ω3 is the idler.
Table 5.1. Harmonic generation wavelengths of the Nd:YAG laser
Fundamental Wavelength (nm)
2nd (nm) 3rd (nm)
4th (nm)
5th(nm)
1064.0
532.0
354.7
266.1
212.8

The signal in our case is in the visible region (400 to 700 nm) while the idler
is in the infrared (700 to 2200 nm). The lasing medium is a β-BBO (beta-barium
borate) crystal, which is well suited for nonlinear generation because of its high
nonlinear optical coefficients, as well as its high damage threshold (>1 GW/cm2).
During our operation using the nonlinear crystals, the energy densities exceed 100
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MW/cm2. Figure 5.1 shows an overall layout of the excitation laser (individual
images of the excitation laser are shown in Appendix D). Figure 5.2 shows a closeup view of the OPO cavity, and Figure 5.3 diagrams the operation of the OPO. At the
center of Figure 5.3, the β-BBO crystal used as the tunable medium is schematically
represented.
Tuning of the optical parametric oscillator is accomplished by changing the
angle of the β-BBO crystal. Each wavelength is associated with a different phase
matching condition, which is accomplished by changing the pathlength using a
different phase matching angle. It is possible to tune the laser through the entire
visible range by simply changing the angle of the β-BBO crystal over a range of
about ±5◦. The approximate phase matching conditions for our OPO cavity are shown
in Table 5.2, together with the wavelength of excitation in the ultraviolet.
Table 5.2. Phase Matching Angle of Optical Parametric Oscillator
Phase Matching Angle
Pump
Signal
Idler
UV
(Deg)
(nm)
(nm)
(nm)
(nm)
25.1
354.7
423
2200
211.5
27.4
354.7
450
1682
225
30.1
354.7
500
1224
250
31.7
354.7
550
1001
275
32.5
354.7
600
869
300
32.9
354.7
650
782
325
33.1
354.7
700
720
350

Figure 5.1. Excitation laser arrangement for Raman scattering setup [Chadwick, 2008]
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Figure 5.2. OPO Cavity at North Carolina State University laboratory

Figure 5.3. OPO Schematic
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By tuning the angle of the β-BBO crystal, it is possible to generate the entire
rainbow of laser wavelengths shown in Figure 5.4. However, the phase matching
angle becomes increasingly more sensitive at the longer wavelengths because the
energy steps become smaller (for constant wavelength steps). Although β-BBO is
transparent below 420 nm, it is not efficient in generating laser output because the
idler frequency is in the infrared at wavelengths longer than 2200 nm, where it is
greatly attenuated (absorbed) within the β-BBO crystal (see the transmission curve
for β-BBO in Figure 5.5). By tuning the OPO cavity we can continuously generate a
visible laser output from approximately 420 nm to 710 nm. Using a second tunable
β-BBO as a harmonic generator allows the visible output of the OPO cavity to be
frequency doubled to yield an ultraviolet tuning range of approximately 210 nm to
355 nm.
The laser output had an average power of 1 to 2 mW (depending on
wavelength) throughout the ultraviolet end of the spectrum, with a 10-Hz repetition
rate and a 7-ns pulse duration.‡ The power output of the laser was measured prior to
each data run at each wavelength of excitation and varied by less than ±5% during the
Raman data collection process. The OPO crystal used in the experiment is a type-1 βBBO, which allows tuning throughout the visible region with very small changes in
angle. Since the type-1 crystal has less stringent phase matching than a type-2 βBBO crystal, it has a larger laser linewidth. Typical ultraviolet linewidths for the
system are on the order of 30 to 50 cm-1. This relatively large laser linewidth is
troublesome when the Raman scattered lines are close to the elastically scattered line,
‡

The laser repetition rate and pulse duration are controlled by the pump laser (third harmonic
ND:YAG at 354.7nm)
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or when the Raman scattered lines occur close to each other. With the large laser
linewidth it may not be possible to distinguish two adjacent Raman lines, so the laser
linewidth establishes the resolution limit for this system. The full-width halfmaximum OPO laser linewidth at 240 nm was experimentally measured to be 0.25
nm (~44.45 cm-1), see Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.4. OPO laser output from North Carolina State University, shown for the wavelength
range 420 to 710 nm (white center portions due to saturation of digital camera)
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Figure 5.5. Typical β-BBO transmission curve

Figure 5.6. OPO laser linewidth at 240 nm, blue line is laser profile, the red lines represent the
full-width at halfmaximum
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5.2.2

Optical Scattering Arrangement
A 90° optical scattering setup was used to collect the Raman spectra. The

incident laser illuminates the sample at approximately 45◦ with respect to the cell face
normal, and the light entering the sample holder is scattered at 45◦ to complete a 90°
angle. Collection of the scattered radiation is via a matched lens system to collimate
and focus the scattered light into the spectrometer’s entrance slit. Figure 5.7 shows a
picture of the 90° arrangement of the Raman scattering setup, and Figure 5.8 is a
schematic of the arrangement. Because the beam is coupled through a slit into the
spectrometer, the most critical direction for optimum beam alignment is parallel with
the input slit. In order to optimize coupling into the spectrometer, a UV (fused silica)
right angle prism was mounted on a multi-axis mount allowing micro-adjusts of the
beam position (see Figure 5.8). The optimum collection efficiency was found
through the maximization of the Rayleigh scattered light. By adjusting the position of
the incoming laser, it was possible to maximize the intensity on the CCD detector.
Along with adjusting the laser position, the spectrometer’s entrance slit-width was
decreased, by adjusting both the input slit and the laser position, the optimal coupling
is achieved.
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Figure 5.7. Arrangement of the 90° Raman scattering setup with 430 nm excitation
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Figure 5.8 Optical scattering schematic [Chadwick, 2008]
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5.2.3 Spectrometer Basics
To measure the Raman spectra, it is necessary to separate the spectral orders
of scattered light and to analyze the wavelength distribution. The separation of the
scattered light is accomplished using a reflection-type diffraction grating
spectrometer that separates the diffracting orders as indicated in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. Reflection-type diffraction grating

The diffraction angle is dependent on both the wavelength of the light, the grating
groove spacing, and the angle of incidence. The diffraction pattern that results for a
single wavelength is a periodic array of minima and maxima that satisfy the
interference criterion,

sin (θ m ) = sin (θ i ) + m

λ
d

,

where,

θm

is the angle of diffraction for the mth order,

θi

is the angle of incidence,

d

is the distance between diffraction slits§,

m

is the diffraction order.

§

Diffraction gratings are typically labeled with #grooves/mm, e.g., 2400 gr/mm
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The diffraction order must be an integer value, and there are regions where
second-order diffraction patterns will partially fall on top of first-order diffraction
patterns. By using a visible blazed grating in its second-order diffraction mode,
ultraviolet wavelengths of 200 to 300 nm will diffract in the same angular range as
400 to 600 nm in the first order. When using a diffraction grating in the second-order
mode, there may be interference from the first-order diffraction, if the visible
wavelengths are present. If one is detecting the scattered light using a CCD camera
that is sensitive to both visible and ultraviolet, then may not be possible to distinguish
between the different overlapping lines. After angular separation, the light is then
spatially separated over the length of the spectrometer and detected in the CCD
imaging area.
During our experiments, two different spectrometers were used. Initially a
1/3-m single-stage spectrometer was used. Because of its limited resolution,
however, it was difficult to measure the low-energy Raman shifts near the strong
Rayleigh scatter line. Following the initial experiments, the smaller 1/3-m
spectrometer was replaced with a three-stage, Jobin Yvon Spex Triplemate 1877, 0.6m spectrometer.

5.2.4 Jobin Yvon Spex Triplemate 1877

The triple Jobin Yvon Spex Triplemate 1877 spectrometer is a three-stage
spectrometer. The first two stages are utilized to filter and remove stray light
particularly the strong Rayleigh (elastic) scattering signal from the optical path, see
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Figure 5.10. The third stage is the spectrometer stage used to separate the
wavelengths for measurement of the Raman spectra and is shown Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.10 Filter stage of Spex Triplemate 1877

The Spex Triplemate spectrometer is able to achieve out-of-band blocking on
the order of 1014, and this property makes it ideal for Raman spectroscopy,
particularly when the removal of the strong Rayleigh scatter is necessary. When
using an imaging CCD camera, it is not possible to fully eliminate the background
signal by decreasing the filter slit width. As the slit width is diminished in size, the
stray light rejection becomes more effective; however, the field of view of the camera
is constricted, and the edges of the CCD camera active area may no longer be
illuminated.
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Figure 5.11 Spectrometer Stage of Spex Triplemate 1877

The filter stage works exceptionally well when the detection system is a single
output slit onto a photomultiplier tube. When it is necessary to maintain an
illumination width on the CCD camera however, there is a practical limit to the slit
size. Typical Raman scattering experiments use a single excitation wavelength,
which makes it possible to remove the Rayleigh line scattering by using a
holographic notch filter, which has a very narrow stop band centered at the excitation
wavelength. When using a tunable laser, it is not possible to use a holographic notch
because of the constant change in the excitation wavelength, as well as due to the
prohibitive cost of maintaining a large array of notch filters.
Ultraviolet enhanced coatings were used on the reflecting surfaces of all
optics, to maximize throughput in the operating region. An earlier application of the
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same model Spex Triplemate has been estimated to have an overall throughput
efficiency of 7% [Asher, 1993]. The trade-off to improve signal-to-noise ratio with
the rejection of the Rayleigh line, and reduction of other stray light, is well worth the
relatively low overall throughput. The throughput versus wavelength for our Spex
Triplemate 1877 spectrometer has been modeled by C. T. Chadwick [2008] and is
shown Figure 5.12. The modeled peak in the throughput calculation results in an
efficiency of almost 15% at 250 nm.
The Spex Triplemate 1877 spectrometer stage (third stage) has a turret with
three different gratings: 1200 gr/mm, 2400 gr/mm, and 3600 gr/mm. Each of the
three gratings has both advantages and disadvantages. The most notable difference is
in the range over which the spectrometer can be operated, as presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3. Spectrometer Operating Range
Grating
1200 gr/mm
2400 gr/mm
Spectrometer Operating Range
0 – 1000 nm
0 – 500 nm

3600 gr/mm
0 – 333 nm

The spectrometer operating range is determined by the number of grating
grooves per millimeter. In order to achieve the highest resolution, it is necessary to
use the largest number of grooves per millimeter; however, the operating range
becomes constricted and so we chose to use the 2400 gr/mm grating. This grating
made it possible to take high resolution spectra in both the visible and ultraviolet
wavelength regions; thus, it was possible to obtain measurements in both the resonant
and non-resonant regions for determining the magnitude of resonance-enhanced
Raman scatter. Two different gratings could have been used; however, it would
become necessary to recalibrate the system every time the grating was changed.
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The grating choice also determined the range of wavelengths that the CCD
camera would see in a single image. When using the 2400 gr/mm grating, the CCD
camera had a measured wavelength range of 5.7 nm. Because the camera has is a
square chip with 512 × 512 pixels, the theoretical resolving limit is:
5.7 nm
0.01 nm
=
.
512 pixels
pixel
As was mentioned earlier, however, the actual resolution is limited by the relatively
large bandwidth of the OPO. Also, the spectrometer’s manual states that the
resetability of the spectrometer is no worse than ± 0.2 nm (± 30 cm-1 at 260 nm);
experimentally we found the resetability to be ± 0.04 nm (± 6 cm-1 at 260 nm).

Figure 5.12 Spex Triplemate 1877 overall throughput efficiency [Chadwick, 2008]

5.2.5 CCD Camera

The data were taken collected an EM-CCD (Electron Multiplying-Charge
Coupled Device) camera from Andor. The EM-CCD was chosen for two primary
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reasons; the camera has extremely low dark counts and has a very high quantum
efficiency (≈35%) through the ultraviolet region. Figure 5.13 shows the Andor IXON
back-illuminated EM-CCD camera’s quantum efficiency curve.

Figure 5.13 Andor Ixon EM-CCD quantum efficiency

5.2.6

Spectrometer Calibration (Mercury Lamp)

The spectrometer was calibrated using a low-pressure mercury vapor lamp.
This lamp was chosen because of its strong ultraviolet emission lines at precisely
known wavelengths. The mercury vapor emission lines provide a simple way to
calibrate the spectrometer for accurate wavelength positions. The strongest line at
253.65 nm was used to calibrate the spectrometer stage and to center the camera’s
field of view. Weaker lines in the 290 nm region were used to calibrate the filter
stage. Figure 5.14 shows four lines from the mercury lamp that are ~ 0.2 nm apart.
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Appendix C provides a list of the ultraviolet mercury vapor emission lines from the
National Institute of Standards and Tables.

Figure 5.14 Mercury vapor lamp spectra 2400gr/mm Spex Triplemate Spectrometer

Once the calibration was performed using the mercury vapor lamp, a separate
confirmation of the calibration was performed using a known laser wavelength and a
diamond sample. Diamond is commonly used for such purposes because of its strong
single Raman scattering component at 1331 cm-1. Figure 5.15 shows the rough cut
diamond; the bluish color observed is due to its fluorescence. Figure 5.16 shows the
Raman scattering spectra measured when the diamond was excited by 260 nm
radiation. The observation of the Raman line of diamond at 1331 cm-1 confirms the
proper calibration of the spectrometer. It also should be noted that throughout the
experiment, many other chemicals (n-heptane, Teflon, naphthalene, beta-carotene,
and water) were measured and compared with known and well documented Raman
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spectra. The spectra of each were analyzed, and all were also found in wavelength
agreement; thus, giving more confidence in the calibration of our spectrometer during
the experiments.

Figure 5.15. Rough diamond for calibration, color observed is due to fluorescence

Figure 5.16 Raman scatter from diamond with 260 nm excitation
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5.2.7

Sample Holder

Two different sample holders were used for the Raman scattering experiment;
they are shown in Figure 5.17. The first sample holder was a Teflon container with a
sapphire window, and the back was plugged with a Teflon stopper (see left side of
Figure 5.17). A second sample holder shown on the right side of Figure 5.17, was
made using Teflon housing and two sapphire windows. Appendix E shows more
detailed pictures of the sample holders. Close examination of Figure 5.17 shows a
metallic center on the left side; this is a piece of aluminum foil used to prevent Raman
scattering from Teflon holder. Initial experiments found a strong set of unknown
Raman lines in the recorded spectra, these were found to be from the Raman scatter
of the Teflon case. The Raman spectrum measured is shown in Figure. 5.18 with a
comparison to the Raman spectra of Teflon collected by Sedlacek et al. [2001]. The
aluminum foil eliminated the Raman scatter from the Teflon surface of the sample
holder.

Figure 5.17. Sample holders with open back and Teflon stopper removed (left), and dual window
(right)
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Figure 5.18. Raman Spectra of Teflon as collected in this experimental setup (top), and a
comparison to the Raman spectra of Teflon collected by Sedlacek et al. [2001] (bottom)

The dual window sample holder was constructed to be used as a 90° scattering
sample holder and an absorption cell (see Figure 5.19). Simple measurements of the
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absorption coefficients were made possible by taking laser power measurements.**
The laser power was first measured without any sample inside the holder and then the
measurement was made a second time with a known amount of the absorbing species.
Using the known concentration and pathlength made it possible to calculate the
absorption coefficient at the laser wavelength. Sapphire was chosen as the window
material because of its high transmission throughout the ultraviolet and visible
regions. The Sapphire windows maintain higher than 90% transmission from 200 nm
to 1000 nm.

Figure 5.19. Teflon sample holder in 90° scattering configuration (left)
and absorption measurement configuration (right)

5.2.8 Sample Handling and Preparation

The samples used for the Raman scattering experiment were HPLC-grade
chemicals obtained from Sigma Aldrich and no further purification was performed.
**

30-s average power measurements were made in order to reduce the error created by the pulse-topulse power fluctuations that are typical in a pulsed laser system.
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Because benzene and toluene are both aromatic hydrocarbons, they were handled
with the use of gloves, eye-protection, and dual cartridge organic vapor filter masks,
as well as added ventilation in order to prevent any inhalation. A small portion of the
chemical was moved to a secondary storage container in order to prevent back
contamination, and pipettes were then used to measure and dispense the fluid into the
sample holders. Depending on the required concentration of the chemical, different
amounts were diluted in n-heptane. For example, in order to create a 1 molar (1 mol
of solute in 1 liter of solvent) solution of benzene in n-heptane, one must dissolve
88.77 ml in 1 liter of n-heptane. Only tens of milliliters were needed during the
experiment, and a significantly smaller amount of solution was made. Therefore a 1
molar solution was made by mixing 0.8877 ml of benzene in 10 ml of n-heptane. The
choice of n-heptane was made for two main reasons: (1) n-heptane is transparent in
the ultraviolet and visible, and (2) toluene, benzene, and naphthalene are all soluble in

n-heptane. A comparison of benzene’s and toluene’s molecular structure is shown in
Figure 5.20. Both toluene and naphthalene are based on modifications of the benzene
ring. Toluene has an added methyl group replacing a single hydrogen, and
naphthalene consists of two benzene rings connected along a common carbon double
bond. A variety of common solvents used for ultraviolet spectroscopy are listed in
Table 5.4, along with their associated cut-off wavelength, which identifies the point
of approximately 5% absorption. When the excitation or scattered light is smaller
than the cut-off wavelength a different solvent should be utilized.
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CH3

benzene

toluene

5.20 Molecular structures of benzene and toluene

Table 5.4. UV Cut-off Wavelengths for Common Solvents
Solvent
UV Cut-off Wavelength [nm]
water
195
n-heptane
200
acetonitrile
210
cyclohexane
210
diethyl ether
210
ethanol
210
hexane
210
methanol
210
dioxane
220
tetrahydrofuran
220
dicholormethane
235
chloroform
245
carbon tetrachloride
265
benzene
280
toluene
285
acetone
300

5.3

Summary

The resonance-Raman experiment required many hours of diligence to yield
interesting results. The tunable ultraviolet laser must be perfectly aligned in order to
yield appreciable laser energy. With confidence that the laser source is working
properly, one then aligns the 90° scattering geometry in order to maximize throughput
into the spectrometer, which has already been properly calibrated using a low
pressure mercury vapor discharge emission lamp. After the system is aligned and
calibrated, the sample is put into the scattering cell and measured using a viable
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resonance excitation wavelength. This process begins with examining the highresolution absorption spectra available for the molecule to select a wavelength region
for the study. An appropriate narrow band absorption peak can be difficult to locate
without high-resolution absorption spectra to use as a reference. By tuning the laser
to an appropriate absorption peak the resonance-enhanced Raman scattering is
investigated.
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Chapter 6:
Raman Data Processing:
Noise Removal and Data Normalization
All of the data recorded by the Andor camera using the 90° scattering
arrangement is pre-processed to remove bad pixels, noise and other unwanted
phenomena using routines written in MATLAB. There are two primary goals of the
initial MATLAB processing: the first is to remove noise and the second is to
normalize the data for a resonance-enhancement gain calculation. The initial steps to
remove the noise and the basic steps of normalization include assigning wavelengths,
correcting laser power variation, adjusting detector integration time, accounting for
spectrometer throughput, and including the quantum efficiency of the EM-CCD.
Each of these topics are discussed in this chapter. The final step in the normalization
process is the correction for absorption of both the excitation wavelength and the
Raman scattered wavelength, and that calculation is discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

6.1 Preliminary Data Processing – Noise Removal
Noise removal is separated into two parts: the first part is the removal of any
background, and the second part is the removal of bad or saturated pixels. The
inherent detector background is removed using a dark image. The EM-CCD has a
square active area with 512 × 512 pixels. Each pixel corresponds to a charge well
and each well fills up with charge as the camera is exposed, based on its
susceptibility. The accumulation of different dark count levels for each pixel is used
to correct this effect from knowing the dark image exposure time. This dark image
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intensity per unit time is then subtracted pixel by pixel from the data images resulting
in a near-zero background. A second problem occurs in the case of longer exposures
(1 minute or longer) when the presence of unwanted ‘meteors’ are observed (see
Figure 6.1). The ‘meteors’ are saturated or nearly saturated pixels that tend to bleed
through an entire row.

Figure 6.1. Raw camera image of liquid benzene Raman scatter with ‘meteors’ —the horizontal
saturated stripes

‘Meteor’ removal is performed with a simple search algorithm that hunts for a
row of nearly saturated pixels and removes them as well as the entire row that
contained them. Only a few of the pixels are saturated in the images; however, when
it occurs the entire row is affected by a blooming effect due to charge transport.
Figure 6.2 shows the result of removing the saturated pixels and their corresponding
rows from the image shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.2. Processed camera image of liquid benzene Raman scatter with ‘meteors’ mostly
removed

6.2 Signal Averaging
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, signal averaging is performed on the
collected Raman data. Each column represents the same wavelength and a vertical
column average is applied to improve the Raman signal. Each vertical line is
summed and then divided by the number of rows. It is important to take an average
and to not merely sum the columns, because each image may contain a different
number of ‘meteors’ resulting in a different number of usable rows. The result of the
vertical average is shown in Figure 6.3. The data should also be normalized for
relative sensitivity of the background levels at the focal plane. If meteors are found
near the bottom of the image in the case of Figure 6.2, a removal of the intensity will
may have an effect on the average of the spectrum; however, it has not been applied
because of the uncertainties that would be introduced to the data.
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6.3 Complete Raman Spectrum Presentation
Beceause the spectral field of view of the camera was limited to 5.7 nm, each
CCD image captured only a small portion of the full Raman spectra that spans
approximately 4000 cm-1. At 260 nm, the spectral field of view of 5.7 nm
corresponds to approximately 823 cm-1, meaning that a set of five images must be
taken (assuming perfect overlap) to span the entire 4000 cm-1. Each individual image
then contains a different portion of the Raman spectra; these data are pre-processed as
individual images and then stitched together to form a complete picture of the Raman
spectrum. Figures 6.1–6.3 above show the data collection of a single CCD exposure.

Figure 6.3. Vertical average of CCD image with ‘meteors’ removed

A Raman spectrum of benzene with resonance excitation is seen in Figure 6.4,
it contains a set of nine separate images stitched together. Having this many images
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insured sufficient overlap from one image to the next, thereby eliminating the chance
for a missed spectral feature between images. The significantly higher intensity on
the left side of the image (< 700 cm-1) is a result of the Rayleigh scatter contribution.
Because the intensity of the Rayleigh scatter is so high, it interferes with the lower
wavenumber Raman scattered lines, and it may even mask a part of the Raman
spectra making some features impossible to detect. A second item of note is the
drastic decrease in background around 1100 cm-1, and is the result of two consecutive
images having different background levels. This step change occurs where two
images are stitched together at a point further away from the elastically scattered line,
where the instrument has improved ability to reject stray light. As the filter (first)
stage is moved to a different wavelength, there is a cutoff point –depending on filter
slit-width– at which the filter stage can almost completely reject the Rayleigh
scattered return. This point occurred somewhere between the two images around
1100 cm-1 causing the significant decrease in the background level.
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Figure 6.4. The full Raman spectrum of benzene using 259-nm (resonance) excitation

6.4 Normalization of Raman Data
In order to compare Raman data from different data runs, a few normalization
factors are necessary. Power normalization is necessary because the Raman scattered
signal is directly proportional to the incident power. The incident laser power was
measured with each data set as the experiments were conducted to correct for its
variations. Measurements of the power were recorded before and after each image
were obtained. Raman scattering intensity is proportional to λ-4, and each data set is
corrected based upon the intensity and relative scattering cross-section associated
with its excitation wavelength. Because of the wavelength dependence, if a molecule
is excited at 500 nm and again at 250 nm, there should be an inherent signal gain of a
factor of 16 at 250 nm. The additional resonant gain we seek is a separate effect, and
the wavelength-dependent gain factor is removed prior to calculating the resonant
gain. In the case of benzene and toluene, the resonance enhancement occurs in a very
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small range, less than 1 nm; nevertheless the wavelength dependent correction is
included for completeness.
The Spex Triplemate 1877 spectrometer has a variable throughput with typical
overall efficiency values of 12–15% in the ultraviolet and approximately 4–6% in the
visible (see Figure 5.12). To calculate the correction factor between the ultraviolet
and the visible Raman scattered intensities, a simple ratio of throughput-efficiencies
is used. The ratios are taken at wavelengths between 265 nm and 450 nm that
correspond with the Raman scattered wavelengths for the benzene ν2 mode when
excited with 259 and 430 nm excitation, respectively.
Spex throughput Efficiency at 265 nm Raman Scattered light = 15%
Spex throughput Efficiency at 450 nm Raman Scattered light = 4%
4%
Raman Scattered Correction factor =
= 0.27
15%
In order for the UV Raman scattered data to be normalized to the visible data, it
should be multiplied by a factor of 0.27.
The quantum efficiency variations in the EM-CCD camera must be considered
throughout the ultraviolet region (200 nm – 380 nm), where the CCD maintains a
relatively constant 35% quantum efficiency (see Figure 5.13). However; at 390nm,
the quantum efficiency rises rapidly to a peak of 93% around 575 nm. It is necessary
to correct the Raman scattered signal when comparing signals at the ultraviolet to the
visible due to the variation in quantum efficiency. Therefore, the ultraviolet data
must be corrected by a factor equal to the ratio of the quantum efficiencies when
using 430 nm as the non-resonant visible comparison,
Quantum Efficiency for 200 – 380 nm = 35%
Quantum Efficiency at 450 nm excitation = 70%
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Raman Scattered Correction factor =

70%
= 2.0
35%

Hence, it should be multiplied by a factor of 2.0 in order for the UV Raman scattered
data to be normalized to the visible data.
The final normalization factor includes differences in exposure (i.e.,
integration) time of the EM-CCD camera. The exposure times for the Raman data
ranged from 1 to 15 minutes, with most data (>90%) collected in either 1- or 2-minute
exposure times. The correction for exposure time is a simple linear multiplication or
division. The only exception from a linear correction is when the camera has become
saturated by overexposure.
Analysis of the individual files, including the normalization correction and the
noise removal are all performed using code developed in MATLAB, which is found
in Appendix G.

6.5 Summary

In order to have an accurate measure of the Raman scattered intensities, it is
necessary to remove any interfering noise. The resonance Raman scattering data may
include a source of noise from saturated ‘meteor’ pixles as shown in Figure 6.1.
After this major source of noise is removed, it is possible to normalize the data. Four
simple steps are performed in normalization:
1) a correction for laser power,
2) a correction for the λ-4 dependence of the Raman scattering,
3) a correction for the quantum efficiency of the EM-CCD camera,
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4) a correction for the exposure (integration) time of the detector.
The final, and significantly more complicated, correction is that due to optical
absorption in the sample, and that topic is discussed in Chapter 7, along with the
resonance gain calculation.
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Chapter 7:
Raman Data Processing: Resonance
Absorption Correction and Gain Calculation
The Raman spectra of a molecule at resonance may appear to be no stronger
than the measurement using non-resonant excitation. It is necessary to correct for the
absorption of the exciting wavelength and for self-absorption of the Raman scattered
wavelength. The fact that resonance is found coincident with large absorption
features, which also may correspond with Raman spectral lines, that experience selfabsorption, is described in Chapter 8. The excitation wavelength may be absorbed so
strongly that the laser beam does not fully penetrate the sample. As the laser beam
propagates through the scattering medium, its intensity decreases as described by
Beer’s Law. The large amount of absorption at the resonance wavelength limits the
scattering volume and the number of participating scatterers. If the scattered intensity
is equivalent for both resonant and non-resonant excitation, and the volume of
scattering is much smaller when on a resonance, then in the non-resonant case more
molecules are proportionately scattering the measured intensity. The total scattered
signal is the sum of the scattering intensity of each molecule, and the differences in
this scattering intensity are important when determining the gain to use for the Raman
scattering enhancement. When at resonance there may be significantly fewer
molecules contributing to the overall Raman scattered intensity.
The retrieval of the resonance-enhanced Raman scattering gains for benzene
and toluene are described in this chapter. Specifically, two key calculations must be
made: first, a correction for the absorption is applied for the measurement on
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resonance, and second, an accurate measure of the Raman scattered signal is found
using a Gaussian fit to the average.
7.1 Absorption Correction for Resonance Raman Spectra
In order to correct the signals near the resonance condition it is necessary to
accurately calculate the absorption along the path into and out of the scattering
volume. The spectral resolution of the absorption must resolve the narrow bands to
properly characterize a resonant enhancement. Absorption is calculated utilizing
Beers Law,

I = I 0 e − αz ,
Transmission =

I
= e − az
I0

where α is the absorption coefficient in units of cm-1. Thus, the intensity of the
excitation laser falls exponentially as it propagates into the absorbing media. The
absorption can also be described using the molar extinction coefficient, ε, with units
of (Molarity × cm)-1. By multiplying the molar absorptivity by the concentration of
the solution, one finds the absorption coefficient. The benzene molecule exhibits four
major ultraviolet absorption groups; one near 340 nm with a peak molar extinction ε ~
0.004 M-1 cm-1, a second in the 260 nm range with an ε ~220 M-1 cm-1 (the focus of
study in this dissertation), a third near 205 nm with an ε ~ 7000 M-1cm-1, and finally a
fourth in the vacuum ultraviolet near 160 nm with an ε ~ 60000 M-1cm-1.
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7.1.1 Absorption Correction for Benzene

The absorption correction for benzene has been calculated following two
approaches that yield a resonance gain in the range of 103 to 104 relative to the normal
Raman scattering signal intensity. The large range in values is caused by the
differences in the absorption cross section of benzene between the vapor and liquid
phases. The experiments were performed with liquid benzene, and the absorption
calculations are first performed utilizing previously published values for the
absorption of liquid benzene. However, it is clear that the resonance excitation peaks
of liquid benzene are not found at the wavelengths corresponding to the maximum in
absorption, but they correspond precisely with the locations of the vapor phase
absorption peaks. This finding opens the question regarding the phase state in the
sample during laser illumination, and the processes associated with forming of
bubbles in the liquid during the dissolution of the liquid binding properties. A
constant value is used for the number density calculations that correspond to the
molecular density of the liquid-phase benzene. This approach is based on the fact
that the experiments use liquid benzene, and although the molecules may be less
ordered, there is not enough time for them to separate to form a lower density.
The liquid absorption spectra of benzene have been recorded and published
[Friedel, 1951; Inagaki, 1971]. Benzene’s large absorption cross section typically
necessitates that it be diluted in a solvent such as cyclohexane. The dilution process
allows a larger dynamic range in the measurement; however, solvents are known to
cause shifts in the absorption spectra of the solute, as well as in a peak broadening
[Berlman, 1971].
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Because we find the difference between the locations of the liquid phase
absorption maxima and the location of the resonance excitation peak, we compare the
gains using the absorption cross section for both the liquid phase and the gas phase of
benzene. Using the liquid- and vapor-phase absorption to calculate the resonance
gain should bracket the upper and lower limits for the actual resonant gain.

7.1.1.1 Gas Phase Absorption Correction for Benzene

The vapor phase absorption spectrum for benzene was obtained from
Hannelore Keller-Rudek, Geert K. Moortgat, MPI-Mainz-UV-VIS Spectral Atlas of
Gaseous Molecules as published by Etzkorn et al. (1999). The absorption data from

Etzkorn are plotted in Figure 7.1, and a small sample of the format of the data is
shown in a numerical table in Appendix H. The absorption data are displayed in
units of cm2/molecule. For the absorption to be useful when in using Beer’s Law, the
values must be converted to an extinction coefficient, α (cm-1), utilizing the density
and the molecular weight of benzene. This process is shown below,
⎛ g ⎞
Benzene C6 H 6 Molecular weight ≅ 78 ⎜
⎟
⎝ mol ⎠
⎛ g ⎞
Liquid Benzene Density = 0.8786 ⎜ 3 ⎟
⎝ cm ⎠
cm 3 ⎞
1 ⎛ cm 3 ⎞
1
⎛ g ⎞
⎛ mol ⎞
− 22 ⎛
⎜
⎟
⎜
×
×
=
×
78⎜
1
.
47
10
⎟
⎟
23 ⎜
⎜
⎟
⎜ molecule ⎟⎟
⎝ mol ⎠ 0.8786 ⎝ g ⎠ 6.02 × 10 ⎝ molecules ⎠
⎝
⎠
⎛ molecules ⎞
number Density = 6.78 ×10 21 ⎜
⎟
3
⎝ cm
⎠
⎛ cm 2 ⎞
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎛ molecules ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
absorption
×
⎟ = number Density ⎜
⎟
3
⎝ cm ⎠
⎝ cm
⎠
⎝ molecule ⎠

α⎜

[7.1]

Figure 7.1. Benzene vapor phase absorption cross section, (top) linear scale and (bottom) log scale, Etzkorn[1999]
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The absorption correction can be divided into two steps:
1. A correction for the absorption of the excitation wavelength, as it
propagates into the scattering cell, is depicted in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2. Absorption on the laser of excitation

2. A correction for the absorption of the Raman-shifted wavelength (i.e., self
absorption) as it propagates and exits the scattering cell, is depicted in
Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3. Absorption on the Raman scattered signal

The absorption corrections are performed utilizing a routine written in MATLAB,
that requires inputs of the excitation wavelength and the wavenumber shift of the
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associated Raman scattered signal. The wavelength of excitation was then used to
find the absorption cross section from the published data. The retrieved absorption
value was used in Equation [7.1] to find the corresponding absorption coefficient for
the wavelength of excitation (αexcitation). This calculation was performed a second
time to find the self-absorption coefficient at the Raman scattered wavelength
(αRaman). The loss due to αexcitation is evaluated on the entry until the light is Raman
scattered, and shifted to a new wavelength. Conversely, the αRaman is only evaluated
on the exit path at the Raman scatter wavelength. So, for any point in the scattering
media there will be loss due to absorption both prior to scattering and after scattering.
The total volume of the scattering region is then approximated. The volume of
scattering is determined by the effective depth of penetration of the laser beam, and
this volume is found by performing a weighted linear integral. One must calculate
what the effective depth is by combining the losses for both the entry path to the
scatterer and the exit path from the scatterer. A sketch shown in Figure 7.4 describes
the method used for the calculation.

Figure 7.4. Absorption loss for a molecule at a distance of X from the laser entry point. din is the
pathlength on entrance, dout is the pathlength on exit, and θ is the angle of the sample holder
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The loss on the entry path can be described as:
I
I0

where d in =

= e − d in α excitation

,

X
.
cos(θ )

and the loss on the exit path can be described as:
I
I0

where d out =

= e − d out α Raman

,

X
.
sin (θ )

The total loss over the distance X (the furthest point in) is integrated to find an
effective penetration depth from which all scattering would take place.
X

penetration depth

= ∫e

−α excitation

x'
x'
−α Raman
cos (θ )
sin (θ )

e

dx'

0

e − x '(αexcitation sec(θ )+α Raman csc(θ )) cos(θ ) sin (θ )
penetration depth = −
α excitation sin (θ ) + α Raman cos(θ ) 0

X

for x' = 0 ⇒

− cos(θ )sin (θ )
α excitation sin (θ ) + α Raman cos(θ )

for x' = X ⇒

e − X (α excitation sec(θ )+α Raman csc (θ )) cos(θ )sin (θ )
−
α excitation sin (θ ) + α Raman cos(θ )

An example of the values for our absorption correction calculation in benzene
follows:
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λexcitation = 259 nm , θ = 450 , X =1 cm
Wavenumber shift for Benzene Raman line = 995 cm −1
Raman Scattered wavelength for 259 nm excitation = 265.85 nm

Number density of liquid Benzene = 6.78 × 10 21

Absorption at 259 nm
Absorption at 265.85 nm

molecules
cm 3

cm 2
molecule
cm 2
≅ 3.49 ×10 −20
molecule
≅ 1.72 × 10 −18

From the absorption, we can then calculate the absorption coefficients for the
wavelength of excitation and the Raman scattered wavelength.†
α excitation = 1.72 × 10
α excitation = 11661

−18

1
cm

α Raman = 3.49 × 10 −20
α Raman = 236

cm 2
molecules
× 6.78 × 10 21
molecule
cm 3

cm 2
molecules
× 6.78 × 10 21
molecule
cm 3

1
cm

At this point all, of the necessary quantities have been retrieved and the integral can
be evaluated.
⎡ e −1(11611× sec(45 )+ 236 × csc(45 ))cos(45)sin (45)⎤
Penetration Depth = ⎢−
11661× sin (45) + 236 × cos(45) ⎥⎦
⎣
⎤
⎡
− cos(45)sin (45)
−⎢
⎥
⎣11661sin (45) + 236 cos(45) ⎦
= 5.94 ×10 −5 cm

†

The absorption of the laser wavelength is quite large when on resonance. This factor can be seen by
comparing the αexcitation to the αRaman. The αRaman is comparatively small and contributes much less to
the overall absorption.
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The Raman scattered signal from resonance excitation in benzene is coming
from the first thin ~0.594 μm layer of the liquid. Thus, the laser energy does not
penetrate very far into the sample because the absorption is so large, and this results
in scattering occurring from a small fraction of the scattering volume compared with
the visible (non-resonant) case. The absorption of benzene is negligible in the case of
visible excitation; thus, one can assume that the entire path of the laser beam is
participating in the Raman scattering. In our case, the scattering along total distance
X is equivalent to the beam volume corresponding to a cylinder approximately 1 cm

in diameter. This depth entire depth is involved in the scattering, and in the case of
resonance at λexcitation = 259 nm, only the molecules in the first ~0.594 μm participate
in the scattering process. The gain in intensity of Raman scatter for the cases of
resonant and off-resonant excitation can be found by taking the ratio of the
penetration depths,‡
Gain =

1
penetration depth visible
cm
=
=16800
−5
penetration depth resonance 5.94 × 10 cm

The resonance Raman scattered intensity results from a volume 16,800 times smaller
than when the Raman spectra are generated with a visible wavelength. For equal
intensity recorded spectra, the molecules on resonance have an intensity that is 1.7

× 104 larger than the non-resonant excitation.
The vapor phase absorption correction is applied to nine different excitation
wavelengths near the absorption peak at 259 nm, where the resultant increase in the
Raman spectra is evident. Figure 7.5 shows the relative intensity of the resonant

‡

As was stated above, the cross sectional area of the beam is constant so that the total volume and,
thus, the total number of scatterers are dependent solely on the penetration depth.
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Raman spectra without the correction for absorption. Figure 7.6 shows the same
Raman spectra with the absorption correction applied.

Figure 7.5. Benzene resonance-Raman spectra

Figure 7.6. Resonance-Raman scatter as seen in Figure 7.5, with absorption correction
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7.1.1.2 Liquid-Phase Absorption Correction for Benzene

The liquid-phase absorption spectrum for benzene is shown in Figure 7.7.
The molar absorptivity ε values are significantly smaller for liquid-phase benzene
than for gas-phase benzene. Because the absorption is smaller, one expects the
scattering volume to be larger, because the light will penetrate deeper into the sample
and excite more molecules. This increase in volume results in a smaller value for the
overall gain factor.

Figure 7.7. Liquid-phase benzene absorption [Du et al., 1998, Inagaki 1972; API 1970]

By utilizing the molar absorptivity ε from Figure 7.5 for the excitation
wavelength and the Raman scattered wavelength, a calculation of the values of

αexcitation and αRaman can be performed:
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α excitation = ε × Molarity Pure Benzene
M pure = 878.6

g
1 mol
mol
×
= 11.26
l 78 g
l

1
M⋅ cm
1
α excitation = 65
× 11.26
M⋅ cm
1
α excitation = 731.9
cm
1
ε at 265 nm = 25
M⋅ cm
1
α Raman = 25
×11.26
M⋅ cm
1
α Raman = 281.5
cm

ε at 259 nm = 65

The effective penetration depth can be calculated similarly to that shown in
section 7.1.1.1, the yielding,
⎡ e −1(731.9× sec (45 )+ 281.5× csc(45 ))cos(45) sin (45) ⎤
Penetration Depth = ⎢−
731.9 × sin (45) + 281.5 × cos(45) ⎥⎦
⎣
⎡
⎤
− cos(45) sin (45)
−⎢
⎥
⎣ 731.9 sin (45) + 281.5 cos(45) ⎦
= 6.97 × 10 −4 cm

Gain =

penetration depth visible
1
cm
=
= 1400
−4
penetration depth resonance 6.97 × 10 cm

The Raman scattered intensity when on resonance results from a volume 1400 times
smaller than in the visible for the case when liquid benzene absorption is considered.
The molecules on resonance have an effective scattering cross section that is 1400
times larger than the non-resonant excitation.
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7.1.2 Absorption Correction for Toluene

The entire procedure in Section 7.2.1 can be repeated to calculate the
absorption correction and the resonance gain in toluene. The calculation is identical
with a few simple changes:
(1)

the wavelength of excitation that was used for resonance Raman
studies in toluene is 266.83 nm,

(2)

the absorption spectra of liquid and vapor states are used, and,

(3)

the input molarity was calculated for pure toluene.

The corrections were also performed twice: once for gas phase absorption, and
a second time for liquid-phase absorption. Again, we find the difference in the
location of the resonant excitation at the vapor-phase peak rather than the liquidphase absorption peak.

7.1.2.1 Gas Phase Absorption Correction for Toluene

The vapor phase absorption spectra for toluene are shown in Figure 7.8
[Etzkorn et al., (1999)]. A numerical table containing a small sample of the
absorption spectrum of toluene is provided in Appendix I.
In the case of toluene we use the following values for our absorption
correction calculation,
0
λ excitation = 266.83 nm , θ = 45 , X = 1 cm

wavenumber shift for toluene Raman line = 800 cm −1
from 800 cm −1 , Raman scattered wavelength = 272.65 nm

Figure 7.8. Toluene vapor-phase absorption cross section [Etzkorn, 1999]
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number density of liquid toluene = 5.67 × 10 21

Absorption at 266.83 nm

≅ 7.22 × 10 −19

Absorption at 272.65 nm

≅ 3.31 × 10 −20

molecules
cm 3

cm 2
molecule
cm 2
molecule

From the absorption, we can then calculate the absorption coefficients for the
excitation wavelength and the Raman scattered wavelength.
α excitation = 7.72 × 10
α excitation = 4377

−19

1
cm

α Raman = 3.31 × 10 −20
α Raman = 187

cm 2
molecules
× 5.67 × 10 21
molecule
cm 3

cm 2
molecules
× 5.67 × 10 21
molecule
cm 3

1
cm

⎡ e−1(4377×sec(45)+236× csc(45)) cos(45)sin (45) ⎤ ⎡
⎤
− cos(45)sin (45)
Penetration Depth = ⎢−
⎥−⎢
⎥
4377× sin (45) + 187× cos(45) ⎦ ⎣ 5377sin(45) + 187cos(45)⎦
⎣
=1.65×10−4 cm

As in the case of benzene, the gain is calculated as the ratio of the penetration depths
at visible to the ultraviolet wavelengths,

Gain =

1
penetration Depth visible
cm
=
= 6060
−4
penetration Depth Re sonance 1.65 × 10 cm

The Raman scattered intensity on resonance results from a volume 6060 times smaller
than in the visible case. For equal intensity recorded spectra the molecules on
resonance have an effective scattering cross section that is 6060 times larger than the
non-resonant excitation. The absorption correction, gain calculation, and path
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integration were all performed in MATLAB (the associated code is provided in
Appendix J).

7.1.2.2 Liquid Phase Absorption Correction for Toluene

Using the process described in section 7.1.1.2 (vapor-phase benzene
correction), the liquid absorption correction for toluene has been calculated. By using
the molar absorptivity ε from Figure 7.9 at the excitation wavelength and the Raman
scattered wavelength, a calculation of the values of αexcitation and αRaman can be
performed.

Figure 7.9. Liquid toluene absorption in cyclohexane [Friedel et al., 1951]

α excitation = ε × Molarity Pure Toluene
M pure = 866.9

g
1 mol
mol
×
= 9.42
l 92 g
l
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ε at 266.83 nm = 250

1
M⋅ cm

1
× 9.42
M⋅ cm
1
α excitation = 2355
cm
1
ε at 272.65 nm = 50
M⋅ cm
1
α Raman = 50
× 9.42
M⋅ cm
1
α Raman = 471
cm

α excitation = 250

Similarly to section 7.2.2.1, the effective penetration depth can be calculated.

⎡ e −1(2355×sec(45 )+471× csc(45 )) cos(45)sin (45)⎤
Penetration Depth = ⎢−
2355 × sin (45) + 471× cos (45) ⎥⎦
⎣
⎡
⎤
− cos(45)sin (45)
−⎢
⎥
⎣ 2355 sin (45) + 471cos (45) ⎦

= 2.5 × 10 −4 cm

Gain =

1
penetration Depth visible
cm
=
= 4000
−4
penetration Depth Re sonance 2.5 × 10 cm
The Raman scattered intensity when on resonance results from a volume 4000

times smaller than in the visible case. For equal intensity recorded spectra the
molecules on resonance have an effective scattering cross section that is 4000 times
larger than the non-resonant excitation.
It is rare that the Raman scattered lines to have identical intensities. In order
to find the total gain, it is necessary to calculate the intensity of the Raman lines, and
this measure of intensity is performed using a Gaussian fit to find the area under the
curve.
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7.2 Peak Fitting

In order to compare the strength of the Raman scattered signals, two methods
were employed; first Raman lines are fitted to the peak using a known distribution,
such as a Gaussian curve; second a direct retrieval of the Raman parameters is
obtained from integration of the area under the peaks in the spectrum. Using these
methods, it is possible to retrieve a peak intensity and calculate the intensity by
performing a numerical integration of the area under the Raman lines. Comparing the
area underneath each of the fitted peaks allows comparison of the Raman lines on an
equal footing.
The Gaussian peak fitting was performed using Fityk, which is an open source
peak-fitting software that has been used in a variety of applications from spectroscopy
to crystallography. Fityk is a powerful program that can remove background levels
using a multi-point spline, and also maintains a large array of distribution types that
can be used for peak fitting curves, such as Gaussian, Lorentzian, Voigt, and many
others. The original data for 258.88 nm excitation of benzene are shown in a screenshot from Fityk in Figure 7.10. A fit to the Raman scattered lines of the retrieved
data was performed using a normal (Gaussian) distribution,

1

−
( x − μ )2
P
2
y=
e 2σ
.
σ 2π

where P is the Peak height, σ is the standard deviation, and μ is the center of the
distribution.

Figure 7.10 Fityk screenshot with resonance Raman spectrum of benzene using 258.88 nm excitation
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The program also employs three different weighted least-squares methods for
retrieval of the properly fitted peaks. The method selected for analysis of the Raman
peaks is the built-in Levenberg–Marquardt technique, which works by minimizing the
sum of the squares of the deviations,
2

S (q) = ∑ [y i − f (t i p )] .
n

i =1

There are three basic steps involved in peak fitting the Raman data using the
Fityk package. First, it is necessary to strip any background signals that exists in the
data. This background may be due to noise counts, or it could be a result of the
Rayleigh tail extending into and interfering with the Raman data. The Rayleigh tail is
clearly seen in Figure 7.10, where the intensity drops in an exponential manner with
increased wavenumber over the low wavenumber (< 1000 cm-1) region. After the
background has been properly stripped using a multipoint spline (Figure 7.11), it is
then necessary to determine how many Raman peaks exist in the data. For each
Raman peak, a rough guess fit is entered using the GUI . There are two ways to enter
the rough guess: either by using the auto-add-peak function or by performing a simple
mouse click that will determine the center and peak value of the Gaussian curve, then
by holding and dragging the mouse the width parameter entered (Figure 7.12).

Figure 7.11. Fityk multi-point spline background removal for 258.88 nm excitation
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Figure 7.12. Fityk background removal and peak fits for 258.88 nm excitation
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This task is repeated for each of the peaks. Figure 7.12 shows another
screenshot with the background removed and the fitted peaks for the 258.88 nm
resonance-Raman spectrum in benzene. Finally, the program seeks a best fit when
the sum of the least squares is minimized. One should note that if the original
guesses are too poor, the program will not converge. The retrieved fits using Fityk
were exported to a text file and then imported to MATLAB for ease of manipulation
and calculations. Figure 7.13 shows the Gaussian fits for the Raman data of the
258.88 nm (resonance) excitation wavelength in benzene.

Figure 7.13. Gaussian fit to 258.88 nm (resonance) Raman data using Fityk

The fitted Gaussian peaks were then used to calculate the areas and the peak
heights for each of the Raman lines; this calculation is the final correction that is
necessary in order to compare the Raman scattered intensities. Table 7.1 shows the
peak center, relative peak height, full-width at half maximum, and area under the
peaks retrieved by the Fityk calculation for the data shown in Figure 7.13.
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Table 7.1. Raman peak parameters from Fityk for peaks shown in Figure 7.13.
Peak Center cm-1
1010.69 ± 20
1242.53 ± 20
1413.59 ± 25
2006.32 ± 24
2235.06 ± 25
2400.61 ± 24
3002.62 ± 27
3226.52 ± 26
4230.53 ± 30

Peak Height arb
6.02E+11 ± 3.01E+10
1.49E+12 ± 7.45E+10
1.90E+11 ± 9.50E+9
2.51E+11 ± 1.26+10
9.07E+11 ± 4.04E+10
1.65E+11 ± 8.30E+9
1.05E+11 ± 5.25E+9
4.18E+11 ± 2.09E+10
1.45E+11 ± 7.25E+9

FWHM cm-1
50.962
53.1084
44.4208
64.2524
65.979
65.5846
33.8142
79.978
52.2156

Area arb
3.27E+13 ± 1.64E+12
8.40E+13 ± 4.20E+12
8.97E+12 ± 4.49E+11
1.72E+13 ± 8.60E+11
6.37E+13 ± 3.19E+12
1.15E+13 ± 5.85E+11
3.79E+12 ± 1.90E+11
3.55E+13 ± 1.78E+12
8.06E+12 ± 4.03E+11

A routine that was developed in MATLAB and used in conjunction with Fityk
finds the Raman lines and their associated parameters. The peaks of the Raman lines
were found and the associated wavenumbers were used for the Raman line locations.
After finding the peak, the full-width at half-maximum was retrieved. The halfmaximum point was found by walking down the sides of each peak to locate the first
point with intensity less than half of the maximum. The walk method was performed
for both the lower and upper limit, thus retrieving the full-width at half-maximum.
Finally, a numerical integration of the area defined by the full-width at half-maximum
was calculated.
The Raman lines excited by the 258.88 nm wavelength along with their
respective full-width at half-maximum (red) from the Matlab routine are shown in
Figure 7.14 and the associated parameters are listed in Table 7.2.
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Figure 7.14. Raman scatter from 258.88 nm (blue) with full-width at half maximum (red) from
original data for each Raman line

Table 7.2. Raman peak parameters from Matlab for peaks shown in Figure 7.14.
Peak Center cm-1

Peak Height arb

FWHM cm-1

1012.8 ± 12

6.11E+11 ± 3.06E+10

56.74

1237.9 ± 11

1.51E+12 ± 7.55E+10

52.9

1407.3 ± 15

2.20E+11 ± 1.10E+11

56

2005.5 ± 16

2.48E+11 ± 1.24E+10

62.7

2234 ± 14

8.55E+11 ± 4.28E+10

61.9

2417.3 ± 12
3001.3 ± 14

1.81E+11 ±
9.05E+9
1.40E+11 ±
7.00E+9

54
44.3

3227 ± 12

4.43E+11 ± 2.22E+10

76.7

4222 ± 17

1.62E+11 ±
8.01E+9

55.3

Area arb
2.77E+13 ±
1.39E+12
6.40E+13 ±
3.20E+12
9.74E+12 ±
4.87E+11
1.29E+13 ±
6.45E+11
4.20E+13 ±
2.10E+12
7.76E+12 ±
3.88E+11
4.71E+12 ±
2.36E+11
2.71E+13 ±
1.36E+12
7.03E+12 ±
3.52E+11
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Both the Fityk routine and the MATLAB routine were repeated using the nonresonant (430 nm) data. The Raman lines from the 430 nm excitation using Fityk can
be seen in Figure 7.15, and their associated parameters are listed in Table 7.3.
\

Figure 7.15. Gaussian fit to 430 nm (non-resonant) Raman data using Fityk

Table 7.3. Raman peak parameters from Fityk for peaks shown in Figure 7.15

Peak Center cm-1

Peak Height arb

FWHM cm-1

991.275 ± 7

9.13E+11 ± 4.57E+10

21.7616

3065.55 ± 7

1.46E+12 ± 7.30E+10

31.1172

Area arb
2.11E+13 ±
1.06E+12
4.83E+13 ±
2.44E+12

The Raman lines from the 430 nm excitation along with their respective fullwidth at half-maximum (red) from the MATLAB routine can be seen in Figure 7.16,
and the associated parameters are listed in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7.16. Raman scatter from 430 nm (blue) with full-width at half maximum (red) from
original data

Table 7.4 Raman peak parameters from Matlab for peaks shown in Figure 7.16

Peak Center cm-1

Peak Height arb

FWHM cm-1

991.97± 7

9.76E+11 ± 4.88E+10

20.42

3070.9 ± 7

1.52E+12 ± 7.60E+10

30.9

Area arb
1.56E+13 ±
7.80E+11
3.70E+13 ±
1.85E+12

7.3 Benzene Resonance-Raman Final Gain Figure

The overall resonant enhancement can be calculated utilizing the absorption
gain correction value from Section 7.2.1 and combining it with the ratio of the areas
of the 992 cm-1 Raman line for resonant and non-resonant excitation. The ν2, 992
cm-1 Raman scattered line is the only line for which a gain can be calculated, as it is
the only line that is present in both the non-resonant and resonant spectra. The
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combination of the absorption correction from the volume of scattering and the
relative measure of the intensity of the Raman scattering, area under the curve, yields
Absorption Correction = 16800
Gaussian fitted area ratio =

258.88 nm 1.56 × 1013 ± 7.80 × 1011
=
≅ 0.74 ± 0.08
430 nm
2.11 × 1013 ± 1.06 × 1012

Matlab retrieved area ratio

258.88 nm 2.77 × 1013 ± 1.39 × 1012
=
≅ 0.85 ± 0.09
430 nm
3.27 × 1013 ± 1.64 × 1012

Overall Resonant Gain Gas Phase Calculation ≅ 16800 × 0.85 ± 0.09 ≅ 14300 ± 1500
Overall Resonant Gain Liquid Phase Calculation ≅ 1400 × 0.85 ± 0.09 ≅ 1200 ± 120
The resonant gain for the ν2 (ring-stretch) mode of vibration is found to be
approximately 3 to 4 orders of magnitude larger than normal Raman.

7.4 Summary

The absorption correction for the resonance-Raman scatter from benzene and
toluene has been performed. Specifically, two calculations were made: first a
correction for the absorption that determined the scattering volume, second, an
accurate measure of the Raman-scattered signals was obtained for both a Gaussian fit
and a direct numerical integration employed to retrieve the Raman scattered intensity
from the area. The absorption correction on resonance is a result of the decrease in
the effective scattering volume and it, therefore, decreases the total number of
molecules that participate in the scattering process. The combination of these
corrections yields a final value for the overall resonance enhancement of 14300 ±
1500 for gas phase benzene and 1200 ± 120 for the liquid phase calculation. A gain
for the ν2 vibrational mode of benzene was thus found to be 3 to 4 orders of
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magnitude larger than normal Raman scattering. Finally, because the ν2 mode is the
only fundamentally enhanced mode at resonance, it is not possible make a calculation
of gain for any of the other modes.
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Chapter 8: Resonance-Raman Spectra

Benzene has been extensively studied since it was first isolated in 1925 by
Michael Faraday [Faraday, 1825]. Some years later in 1865, benzene’s structure was
described by Kekulé as an alternating double- and single-bond structure denoted as
the benzene ring [Kekulé, 1865]. The symmetries of the benzene molecule have been
debated and discussed for many years. Many studies have shown a resonance
enhancement of the benzene Raman signal [Korenowski , 1978; Asher and Johnson,
1984; Asher, 1988, 1993; Ziegler & Hudson, 1980; Gerrity et al. 1985; Sension et al.,
1990, 1991], although these previous investigations lacked the fine tuning of the
excitation wavelength that we use in this study.
Ziegler and Hudson [1980] made measurements of the resonance
enhancement of liquid benzene by using 212.8 nm in order to probe the singlet (1B1u)
transition. The spectra obtained by Ziegler and Hudson is believed to be the first
resonance enhanced Raman spectrum of benzene and shows that the only enhanced
mode is the fundamental ν2 992 cm-1. Asher and Johnson [1984] performed
measurements of the resonance enhancement of benzene by using an excitation
source stepped through the absorption of liquid benzene, using approximately 2 nm
steps. They measured and the recorded the 992 cm-1 peak, relative to the acetonitrile
peak at 918 cm-1. Gerrity et al., [1985] probed benzene vapor in the deep ultraviolet
confirming the ν2 (992 cm-1) enhancement, as well as the e2g combinational modes
and overtones. Sension et al. [1991] recorded resonance enhanced Raman spectra of
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benzene in the 1B1u region. The recorded spectra also show the enhancement of the
e2g modes of vibration and the only fundamentally enhanced mode is ν2.
Each of the resonance Raman spectra previously published and the results
presented in this chapter show enhancement of the e2g modes and the conspicuous
lack of the ν1 C-H strectching mode of benzene. The ν1 mode when excited in the
non-resonant Raman scattering regime is generally 1.5 times larger than the ν2 mode
at 992 cm-1. The 2ν8 result seen by Gerrity et al. is also confirmed in this study with a
large enhancement when the wavelength of excitation matches the vapor phase
absorption peak (~ 259 nm).
The Raman data are collected both at resonance and off-resonance, in order to
determine the resonance gain by comparisons with off-resonance Raman spectra. The
excitation at resonance increases the relative signal strengths and excites additional
modes in the spectrum (combinational and overtones). These modes have been
compared with those found in the previous work of Ziegler and Hudson [1981], who
performed resonance measurements on benzene with 212.8 nm (5th harmonic
Nd:Yag) excitation.

8.1 Benzene Vibrational Raman Modes
The benzene molecule (C6H6) may contain as many as 30 normal modes of
vibration, based upon 3N-6 (N is the number of atoms, i.e., 12) for nonlinear
molecules. Table 8.1 contains a summary of the vibrational modes from Purdue
Universitys website. The vibrational modes were calculated using the HyperChem
Model (www.hyper.com), a commercially available product for the investigation of
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chemical bonds and structures. The values in Table 8.1 show the calculated
vibrational frequencies that may differ from the experimentally determined values by
10-30%. The modes that are vibrationally IR active have the approximate relative
intensities shown in the table.
Table 8.1. Benzene normal vibrational modes (3N-6, totaling 30) from Purdue [2007]

Benzene Vibrational Modes
10–30% different than observed
Benzene Modes
cm-1 mode
3206
a1g
2 modes
3195
e1u
2 modes
3187
e2g
3184
b1u
2 modes
1767
e2g
2 modes
1579
e1u
1366
b2u
1329
a2g
1276
a1g
2 modes
1222
e2g
1179
b2u
2 modes
1146
e1u
1028
b1u
1012
b2g
2 modes
989
e2u
2 modes
891
e1g
744
a2u
2 modes
648
e2g
618
b2g
2 modes
371
e2u

IR Active?
no
yes (0.69)
no
no
no
yes (0.095)
no
no
no
no
no
yes (0.0085)
no
no
no
no
yes (1.0)
no
no
no

Raman Active?
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no

The published literature generally uses one of two standard labeling schemes
for the vibrational modes of benzene. The vibrational modes of benzene have been
labeled ν1 through ν20 by both G. Herzberg (Nat. Res. Council Canada) and by E. B.
Wilson (Harvard); however, their respective assigned numbers are different. A
comparison of the labels for vibrational modes by Herzberg and Wilson is provided in
Table 8.2 to avoid confusion when surveying the literature, and a more detailed
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version of this table is provided in Appendix K. Throughout this dissertation, the
Herzberg naming convention is used and a summary of the labeling of the vibrational
modes is listed in Table 8.3.
Table 8.2. Herzberg and Wilson mode assignment comparison.

Comparison of Wilson and Herzberg Notation
mode
a1g
a1g
a2g
a2u
b2g
b2g
b1u
b1u
b2u
b2u
e1g
E1u
e1u
e2g
e2g
e2g
e2g
e2u
e2u
E2g

E. Bright Wilson
Harvard
ν2
ν1
V3
ν11
ν5
ν4
ν13
ν12
ν14
ν15
ν10
ν20
ν19
ν7
ν8
ν9
ν6
ν17
ν16
ν1+ν6

Gerhard Herzberg
Nat. Res. Council Canada
ν1
ν2
ν3
ν4
ν7
ν8
ν5
ν6
ν9
ν10
ν11
ν12
ν13
ν15
ν16
ν17
ν18
ν19
ν20
ν2+ν18

The non-resonant Raman spectra of liquid benzene resulting from 488 nm
(Argon-Ion Laser) excitation is shown for comparison in Figure 8.1. The strong
feature between 0 and 200 cm-1 is due to the Rayleigh scattered return and is not a
vibrational mode of benzene. Notice that it is not possible to see every vibrational
mode, either due to low signal strength, or noise, or a lack of detection sensitivity as
well as possible changes in the symmetry that can affect which modes are Raman
active.
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Table 8.3. Benzene vibrational modes using Herzberg notation.

Benzene vibrational modes Herzberg notation
ν1
ν2
ν3
ν4
ν5
ν6
ν7
ν8
ν9
ν10
ν11
ν12
ν13
ν14
ν15
ν16
ν17
ν18
ν19
ν20

3062 cm-1
992 cm-1
1326 cm-1
673 cm-1
3068 cm-1
1010 cm-1
995 cm-1
703 cm-1
1310 cm-1
1150 cm-1
849 cm-1
3063 cm-1
1486 cm-1
1038 cm-1
3047 cm-1
1596 cm-1
1178 cm-1
606 cm-1
975 cm-1
410 cm-1

a1g
a1g
a2g
b1u
b1u
b2g
b2g
b2u
b2u
b2u
e1g
e1u
e1u
e1u
e2g
e2g
e2g
e2g
e2u
e2u

CH stretch
ring stretch
CH bend
CH bend
CH stretch
ring deform
CH bend
ring deform
ring stretch
CH bend
CH bend
CH stretch
ring stretch and deform
CH bend
CH stretch
ring stretch
CH bend
ring deform
CH bend
ring deform

Figure 8.1. Benzene Raman spectra with 488 nm excitation http://riodb01.ibase.aist.go.jp/sdbs/
(National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, 10/11/2006)

8.2 Benzene Resonance-Raman Spectra
The resonance-Raman spectra of benzene are reported for excitation in the
dipole forbidden 1B2u electronic transition band near 259 nm. Pre-resonance and
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resonance gains are found by using small steps (0.12 to 0.25 nm) in wavelength
around the excitation wavelength. The step size is determined based upon the limited
bandwidth of the OPO output, which in our case is relatively large, and results in a
full-width half-maximum of ~40 cm-1 (see Figure 5.6) which corresponds to a
bandwidth of ~0.25 nm at 259 nm. The large bandwidth of the laser limited the
practical resolution that is achievable, and the wavelength steps of the excitation
source were selected to be equivalent to ~1/2 of the measured bandwidth. Thus, each
wavelength has some overlap with the previous step of the excitation wavelength;
however, the band center that contains the majority of the energy is shifted. An
overlay of the vapor-phase absorption spectrum of benzene and the steps in the laser
excitation wavelength is presented in expanded scale of Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2. High resolution vapor phase benzene absorption spectra 1B2u band (blue, [Etzkorn,
1999]), and laser excitation wavelengths (red)
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A comparison of the resonant (258.88 nm excitation) and off-resonant (430
nm excitation) Raman spectra of benzene is shown in Figure 8.2. All normalization
corrections described in Chapter 6 have been performed, but the gain factor has not
been included. The correction for the absorption is not performed in this figure in
order to clearly display the data for comparison. Figure 8.3 is labeled with the modes
of vibration corresponding to the results shown in the spectrum. The vibrational
spectral features that are observed are due to ν2, ν8, and ν18 modes. The first triplet
results from ν2, along with 2 x ν8, and 2 x ν18, and this pattern is then repeated as each
mode combines with ν2; this progression is summarized in Table 8.4. Thus the first
set of triplet spectra consist primarily of ν2 (993 cm-1) along with the combination of
2ν18 (606 + 606 cm-1), and 2ν8 (703 + 703 cm-1). When resonance occurs, the
particular resonating bonds are so strongly excited that we observe combinations and
overtones occurring in the resulting spectra.

Table 8.4. Resonance-Raman Modes in Benzene Corresponding to Figure 8.3.

Benzene Resonant Raman 258.88 nm
+ν2

+2ν2

ν2

~1010 cm-1

~2006 cm-1

~3000 cm-1

2ν18

~1242 cm-1

~2235 cm-1

~3226 cm-1

2ν8

~1413 cm-1

~2400 cm-1

~3400 cm-1

Figure 8.3. Benzene resonant and non-resonant Raman comparison
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The resonance-Raman spectrum of benzene was recorded while stepping
through a range of excitation wavelengths. Figure 8.4 shows the resonance enhanced
Raman spectra for ν2 and 2ν18, for a selected range of wavelengths. The wavelength
response of the system is considered to be uniform over the small tuning range used
(2 nm). By stepping the excitation wavelength in 0.25 nm steps from 258.75 nm to
259 nm, one can clearly see a large increase in the Raman scattered signal. The
Raman scattered line, which is barely detectable above the noise of the system is
suddenly quite clearly defined as the resonance is approached. Figure 8.5 shows the
full Raman spectra for benzene for four different wavelengths of excitation (258.88
nm, 259 nm, 259.12 nm, and 259.25 nm). The spectra seen in Figure 8.4 appear to
shift with excitation wavelength which might suggest a strengthening of the bonds
within the benzene molecule as the excitation wavelength is tuned across resonance.

Figure 8.4. Resonant Raman spectra of benzene for nine different wavelengths of
excitation 258–260 nm

Figure 8.5. Resonance-Raman spectrum of benzene
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Resonance-enhanced Raman scatter was also found when tuning across the
absorption maxima located near 247.2 nm and 253 nm (see Figure 7.1). At 247.2 nm
and 253 nm excitation, the maxima of the Raman scatter coincide with the peaks in
the absorption spectra of the vapor phase benzene, as was the case for 259 nm
excitation. The resonantly enhanced ν2 and 2ν18 is shown in Figure 8.6 for excitation
with 247.2 nm, also with shifts in the excitation wavelength of ± 0.5 nm, and Figure
8.7 shows excitation with 253 nm along with excitation changes of ± 0.5 nm. The
retrieved data are consistent with the idea that a bubble, or perhaps a collection of
molecules that are no longer ordered enough to act like a liquid, becomes trapped
between the liquid benzene and that sapphire window of the 90° scattering cell. This
collection of molecules then acts like a vapor, and takes on the absorption
characteristics of vapor-phase benzene.

Figure 8.6. Resonance-enhanced Raman spectra around 247.2 nm.
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Figure 8.7. Resonance-enhanced Raman spectra around 253 nm

8.2.1 Concentration Effects
The concentration of benzene was varied to study the saturation effects of the
Raman signal at several density levels. The ν2 Raman line of benzene was recorded
for four different concentrations of benzene in n-heptane as shown in Table 8.5.
Table 8.5. Benzene experiment concentrations

Concentration (Molarity)

Number Density (#/cm3)

0.25 M

1.51x1020 ± 1.51x1018

1M

6.02x1020 ± 6.02x1018

5M

3.01x1021 ± 3.01x1019

11.25 M (Pure)

6.78x1021 ± 6.78x1019

The ν2 Raman lines for 11.25 M and 5 M were measured under both resonance and
non-resonance excitation conditions; however, at the lower 1 M and 0.25 M
concentrations the ν2 line was only visible with resonance excitation. Figures 8.8 and
8.9 show the Raman spectra for different concentrations of benzene at different
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excitation wavelengths under resonant (ultraviolet) and non-resonant (visible)
conditions.

Figure 8.8. Concentration effects on Raman scattered intensity for resonant excitation

Figure 8.9. Concentration effects on Raman scattered intensity for visible excitation
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As the concentration is decreased, the resonance-enhanced Raman scatter at 258.88
nm is the only means for detecting the presence of benzene above the noise floor for
our system. The Raman scatter in the visible at 450 nm required much higher
concentrations in order to detect a signal above the noise floor of the system. The
problem from absorption arising at high concentrations does not exist when applied to
lidar. In the free atmosphere concentrations of pollutants are generally low and
dispersed, or may appear in trace concentrations as smears on surfaces.

8.2.2 Theoretical Mechanism of Scattering in Benzene 1B2u Region
We have studied the resonant-enhanced Raman scattering in benzene that
occurs in the dipole forbidden transition 1B2u region. Because this transition is dipole
forbidden, the A-term resonance-enhanced Raman scattering cannot occur.
Examining the resonant spectra shows quite clearly that a number of overtones and
combination modes are present. The overtones and combination modes are functions
of A-term scattering, while pure fundamental modes are associated with B-term
scattering. In order to reconcile this discrepancy, Zgierski [1977] described a process
of interference between two modes, one allowed and one forbidden. Moving one step
further, Korenowski et al. [1977] prepared a model of a special case of A-term
scattering in the forbidden electronic transitions. By coupling a Raman active mode
with a vibrational coupling mode, it is possible for “forbidden transitions to
contribute to the scattering cross section of certain totally symmetric modes”
[Korenowksi et al. 1977]. Their approach makes use of the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation, which allows the separation of the nuclear and electronic motions. As
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envisioned, a significant nuclear displacement is needed in order to prevent overlap
integrals from becoming zero, and it is not necessarily possible, or easy, to treat the
separate motions of the atoms.

8.2.3 Comparison of Resonance-Raman Spectra of Benzene
The Raman spectra for benzene has been explored and recorded by many
research scientists. A comparison with the data collected during this research with
the results of Zeigler and Hudson [1981] are presented for the cases of benzene
resonant and non-resonant Raman scattering. They recorded spectra of benzene
Raman scattering when excited at 354.7 nm (3rd harmonic Nd:YAG) and at 212.8 nm
(5th harmonic Nd:YAG, resonant) excitation and the results are shown in Figure 8.9.
They obtained the resonant Raman spectra of benzene in the region near the dipole
forbidden transition band, 1B1u, using the 5th harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser
excitation.
Zeigler and Hudson [1981], concluded that the D6h symmetry contains only
two totally symmetric normal modes of vibration ν1 (CH-stretch) and ν2 (ringstretching). The two most intensely scattered Raman lines with non-resonant
excitation are the ν1 and ν2, observed in Figures 8.1 (488 nm excitation), 8.2 (430 nm
excitation), and 8.10 (354.7 nm excitation, top). When near resonance, ν2 is the only
fundamentally enhanced mode of vibration, however, and ν1 (CH-stretch mode 3062
cm-1) is absent within Zeigler and Hudson’s data. My results are consistent with the
data collected by them when we compare Figures 8.3 and 8.10.
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Figure 8.10. Benzene Raman spectra at 354.7 nm excitation (top) and 212.8 nm excitation
(bottom) dotted lines are spectra due to the solvent acetonitrile. (The original plot has been
changed to reflect the naming convention of Herzberg) [Ziegler and Hudson, 1981]

8.3 Toluene Raman Scatter
The Raman spectra of toluene, (C7H8) a mono-substituted benzene derivative,
has been investigated and compared with previously published spectra. When
resonance occurs the signals are enhanced, and the combinational and overtone
modes are observed as in the case of benzene. Figure 8.11 shows the non-resonant
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Raman spectra of toluene at 488 nm. Figure 8.12 shows the non-resonant Raman
spectra of a 50% solution of toluene and acetonitrile with 514.5 nm excitation.

Figure 8.11. Toluene Raman spectra with 488 nm excitation http://riodb01.ibase.aist.go.jp/sdbs/
(National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, 10/11/2006)

Figure 8.12. Toluene Raman spectra with 514.5 nm excitation. 'T' labels represent toluene lines,
'A' labels represent acetonitrile lines. [http://www.chemistry.ohiostate.edu/~rmccreer/freqcorr/images/toluene.html]
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8.3.1 Resonance-Enhanced Raman Scattering in Toluene
A resonance enhancement of the Raman scattering in toluene has also been
recorded. The resonant enhancement in toluene was also found to coincide with the
vapor phase absorption peak. Tuning through the vapor phase absorption peak yields
a maximum in the resonance Raman response at 266.83 nm, and the resonance
Raman spectra is shown in Figure 8.13. The enhancement shows a narrowband of
excitation around 266.83 nm in which the resonance Raman scattering occurs.
The Raman spectrum for resonant (266.83 nm) and non-resonant (430 nm)
excitations can be seen in Figure 8.14. The resonant spectra of toluene like benzene,
also contains many combinational and overtone modes.

Figure 8.13. Toluene resonance-Raman spectra for excitation wavelengths around 266.83nm
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Figure 8.14. Resonance enhanced Raman scattering in toluene

As seen in Figure 8.14 the resonance excitation at 266.83 nm; are four strong
fundamental modes at 625 cm-1, 780 cm-1, 1008 cm-1, and 1215 cm-1, that can also
been seen in the non-resonant case. These modes are found to combine with the 1004
cm-1 (C=C stretch mode, similar to the benzene breathing mode) and create strong
combinational lines at ~1800 cm-1 (780 + 1004), 2008 cm-1 (2 x 1004), and 2220 cm-1
(1215 + 1004). The fundamental 625 cm-1 mode is seen combined with the 1008 cm-1
mode, in the broad peak from 1585 cm-1 to 1650 cm-1, resulting from the overlap of 2
fundamental modes around 1600 cm-1 and the aforementioned combinational mode.
Similar to benzene, toluene has strong combinational modes that are coupled to the
breathing mode.
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8.4 Summary
A new region of resonance-enhanced Raman scattering within benzene has
been identified. By tuning an OPO through the 1B2u absorption band in benzene
around 259 nm, a resonance in the Raman scattering is examined. Also, at resonance
a significant contribution to overtones and combinational modes are clearly observed
in the benzene data collected. These modes have been compared with the previous
work of Ziegler and Hudson [1981], who performed resonance measurements on
benzene using 212.8 nm (5th harmonic Nd:YAG) excitation within the 1B1u forbidden
electronic transition. As seen with previous resonance experiments in the 1B1u and
1

B2u absorption bands of benzene, the modes that experience the greatest

enhancement come from the e2g vibration.
In both benzene and toluene, a strong resonance enhancement was found
when tuning through their respective absorption peaks. The excitation energy is
found to match the absorption frequency of the breathing modes of both toluene and
benzene, resulting in strong combination modes with the fundamental breathing mode
(~1000 cm-1).
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Chapter 9: Summary, Conclusions,
and Future Work
9.1 Summary
The objective of this dissertation is two-fold: first, devise a method to
investigate resonance enhanced Raman scattering and, second, record and analyze the
characteristics of resonance-enhanced Raman spectra. The research has investigated
the resonance-Raman processes and determined how the prior work of our laboratory
in developing Raman lidar [Philbrick et al. 2006] can be extended to take advantage
of resonance processes for detection of trace levels of chemical species. In
collaboration with Todd Chadwick (doctoral student at North Carolina State
University in Professor Hans Hallen’s Optics Laboratory) an experiment was setup,
and the laboratory experiments were performed.
In the majority of the papers published on resonance enhanced Raman
scattering, the wavelengths of excitation are located at common laser wavelengths,
and these wavelengths do not normally align with any of the peaks in absorption for
the electronic transitions. Several publications have reported resonance Raman in
benzene with large wavelength steps [Ziegler and Hudson, 1981; Asher and Johnson,
1985; and in a few cases as finely as ~4 nm steps [Sension et al., 1991; Gerrity et al.,
1985]. In absorption bands of species such as benzene, these step sizes leap over the
fine structure of the 1B2u absorption band. In order to examine the true resonance
enhancement of Raman scattering, a tunable laser must be matched precisely, or
nearly precisely, the absorption lines. An Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) is used
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to investigate the absorption structure of benzene with nearly continuous tuning of the
laser beam, using step sizes as small as 0.12 nm to 0.25 nm.
The Raman setup utilized a 90° scattering geometry, meaning the beam paths
of the excitation and scattered wavelengths were perpendicular to permit
measurements in an extremely high optical density material. The samples for the
experiment were held in a Teflon container to ensure no chemical reactivity, and the
windows of the scattering cell were made of sapphire to assure high transmission over
the ultraviolet region.
The Raman scattered light was collected via a matched lens system to
collimate and focus the light into the Jobin Yvon Triple Spex 1877 spectrometer. The
spectrometer was fitted with UV-blazed gratings for maximum throughput, and the
Raman scattered light was then imaged utilizing an Andor EM-CCD camera with a
quantum efficiency of 35% throughout the ultraviolet region.
The collected images of the spectrum were then processed using a sequence of
MATLAB routines that were created for our data analyses. The primary goals of the
MATLAB routines are to eliminate noise, improve signal quality by removing
background, to smooth and filter the data, and also to plot and display the data for
interpretation. The Raman scattered lines were corrected in order to calculate a
resonance gain. Finally, the collected and plotted spectra were analyzed and
interpreted in order to identify the dominant modes within the Raman scattered
spectra.
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9.2 Conclusions
High resolution absorption spectra of benzene (gas and liquid) have shown
well defined absorption peaks in the region 230 nm to 270 nm. Resonance and presresonance-enhanced Raman scattering gains in this region were investigated using
small steps (0.12 to 0.25 nm) in the excitation wavelength from a tunable laser to step
through the forbidden 1B2u electronic transition of benzene. Resonance enhancement
gains of 3 to 4 orders of magnitude over the normal Raman scattering signals are
observed. Resonance enhancements occurring for excitation in the narrow bandwidth
region near 259 nm (± 1 nm) have been examined with most interest (see Figure 8.4).
The resonant enhancement is found to correspond more closely to the vapor-phase
absorption spectra (at 247.2 nm, 253 nm, and 259 nm), than with the liquid absorption
spectra. It may be possible that a bubble precursor, or perhaps a collection of
molecules that are no longer sufficiently ordered to behave like a liquid, becomes
trapped between the liquid benzene and the sapphire window. This layer responds to
the absorption characteristics of the vapor phase benzene.
When the concentration of benzene was decreased, it became increasingly
difficult to detect any normal Raman scattered intensity using visible wavelength
scattering as shown in Figure 8.9; at even lower concentrations, the Raman scattering
was still detected under conditions of resonance excitation as shown in Figure 8.8.
Finally, under resonance excitation at 259 nm, the Raman spectra of benzene
shows a triplet of vibrational modes that are easily identifiable as overtones and
combinational modes. The triplet is observed to repeat throughout the spectra
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progressing by approximately 1000 cm-1 as combination modes with the ν2
vibrational mode form.

9.3 Future Work
A continuation of the studies performed in this dissertation would be a
worthwhile endeavor. An examination of the 1B2u absorption spectra of benzene (see
Figure 7.1) shows many more absorption peaks, which could be potential targets for
resonantly enhancing the Raman scattering. The continued use of an OPO laser
cavity to tune through other peaks in the ‘fingerlike’ structure of the absorption of
benzene should also result in resonant Raman scattering as the excitation scans the
absorption spectral peaks. More in depth studies of the vapor-phase absorption peaks
located at 247.2 nm and 253 nm should be undertaken.
The experiments described in this dissertation should also be repeated by
replacing benzene (C6H6) with hexadeuterobenzene (C6D6). The effects of heavy
hydrogen within the benzene molecule have been commonly studied in conjunction
with the benzene molecule and lend additional information into the understanding of
the vibrational modes.
Further interpretation of the Raman spectra of benzene and detailed
investigations of the mechanisms by which the enhancement occurs should be
undertaken. Because there are most likely to be significant nuclear displacements
when resonant excitation is reached, it may not be logical to continue the use of the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation. This factor would require developing an
alternative analysis of the resonance enhancement within the 1B2u absorption region.
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Through the examination of additional double- and triple-bonded materials,
additional insight into the resonance processes could be retrieved, making it possible
to study additional applications to lidar. Many polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are
found in fossil fuels and are released with combustion. They can be found as
particulates suspended in air. Adapting a lidar to take advantage of the resonance
effect may allow increased detection and analysis of particulates.
In order to take advantage of the resonance-enhancement for application in
Lidar two different scenarios are envisioned:
1)

Replace the standard single wavelength laser with a tunable OPO
cavity. This would allow wavelength changes when performing field
measurements. By changing the wavelength it would be possible to
resonantly excite different species without the need for specialized
individual lidar systems. In order to efficiently detect the Raman
scattered light a tunable etalon, variable filter array, or spectrometer is
needed. Because the excitation wavelength is not a fixed wavelength,
the Raman scattered returns will also no longer be fixed; as the
wavelength of excitation is changed the scattered Raman spectra will
also move to different wavelengths. Filtering the Raman spectra from
the background signal levels will be a difficult obstacle to this
experimental option.

2)

Use of multiple solid state lasers (single wavelength) at properly
chosen excitation wavelengths for resonance-enhancement of a family
of molecules, or a specific type of bond. This would reduce the
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difficulty caused by the background signal for variable wavelength
excitation.
A type-II OPO cavity would improve resolution within the collected Raman
spectra and permit a higher resolution study. Type–II OPO cavities maintain a more
stringent phase-matching condition, which results in a narrower laser linewidth
throughout the tuning region. A narrower laser linewidth would allow more detailed
investigation of the absorption to be studied, and would help to avoid overlap of
closely spaced Raman lines.
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APPENDIX A: Picture of C.V. Raman in his laboratory with an optical
spectrograph and the first photograph of Stokes and anti-Stokes ‘Raman’ spectra of
liquid benzene when excited with a quartz mercury arc lamp.
[http://www.photonics.cusat.edu/Article5.html]

Figure A.1. C.V. Raman and first Raman Spectra
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APPENDIX B: Characteristic Raman Scattering Frequencies [Lin-vien et al.,
1991]
Molecules with similar bonds may contain similar Raman shifts; below is a
summary of the bond type (vibrating group) and the typical range of energy (cm-1)
shifts that accompany them.

Table B.1. Characteristic Raman Group Frequencies
-1

Frequency (cm )

Vibrating Group

Type of Compound

445–550

S―S

aliphatic disulfides

490–522

C―I

aliphatic compounds

510–594

C―Br

aliphatic compounds

570–650

C―Cl

aliphatic compounds

600–700

C―SH

mercaptans

630–705

C―SH

aliphatic compounds

700–1100

C―C

aliphatic compounds

750–850

para derivatives of benzene

884–899

cyclopentane and mono derivatives

939–1005

cyclobutane and derivatices
benzene and mono to tri. subst.
benzenes

990–1050
1020–1075

C―O―C

aliphatic compounds

1085–1125

C―OH

aliphatic compounds

1120–1130

C═C═0

aliphatic compounds

1188–1207

cyclopropane and derivatives

~1190

SO2

aliphatic compounds

1216–1230

―S═O

aliphatic compounds

O
N

~1340

O

aliphatic compounds

O
N

~1380

O

1380

aliphatic compounds
naphthalene and derivatives

1590–1610

benzene derivatives

1610–1640

N═O

aliphatic compounds

1620–1680

C═C

aliphatic compounds

~1630

C═N

aliphatic compounds

1654–1670

C═N

aliphatic compounds

1650–1820

C═O

aliphatic compounds

1695–1715

C═O

aliphatic compounds

1974–2260

C≡C

aliphatic compounds

2150–2245

C≡N

nitriles
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~2570

S―H

aliphatic compounds

2800–3000

C―H

aliphatic compounds

3000–3200

C―H

aliphatic compounds

3150–3650

O―H

aliphatic compounds

3300–3400

N―H

aliphatic compounds

4160

H―H

H2
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APPENDIX C: ULTRAVIOLET (200–400 nm) - Mercury Vapor Emission Lines
and Relative Intensities (NISThttp://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/ASD/lines_form.html)
The low pressure mercury vapor lamp has been extensively studied and the
emission lines are shown in Table C.1.
Table C.2. Mercury Vapor Lamp Emission Spectra
Observed
Wavelength

Relative
Intensity

Observed
Wavelength

5

269.938

50

20

275.278

80
20

Air (nm)
224.755
230.206
232.32

Relative
Intensity

Air (nm)

15

275.971

234.057

5

280.346

40

234.543

20

280.443

30

235.248

20

280.534

2

237.832

100

280.677

2

238

20

285.694

50

239.938

40

289.3601

150

239.973

20

292.541

60

240.049

10

296.7283

1200

244.106

5

302.1504

300

20

302.347

120

15

302.561

30

40

302.749

50

30

312.5674

400

40

313.1555

320

90

313.1844

320
80

244.69
246.406
248.2
248.272
248.382
253.477
253.6521

15000

334.1484

256.386

25

365.0158

2800

257.629

25

365.484

300

257.891

5

366.2887

80

262.519

15

366.3284

240

263.978

5

370.144

30

265.204

250

370.417

35

265.369

400

380.166

30

265.513

100

390.187

20

267.491

5

390.637

60

269.883

50
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APPENDIX D: UV Excitation Laser – Optical Parametric Oscillator
(OPO)
The excitation laser used for the resonance Raman experiments was a Type-1
OPO from U-Oplaz, and is discussed in detail within Chapter 5. The schematic of the
complete laser setup is shown in Figure D.1. The OPO cavity was pumped with the
third harmonic of the Spectra Physics INDI Nd:YAG laser seen in Figure D.2. The
pump laser at 354.7 nm had a 10 Hz repetition rate and a 7 ns pulse width. The pump
beam was reduced in size and coupled into the OPO cavity. Within the OPO laser
cavity, the beam was angle-tuned with a β-BBO crystal. The tuning angle of the
crystal was used to controll the wavelength of the laser output (~430 nm – 710 nm).
The output of the OPO cavity was then frequency doubled to generate a tunable UV
output (~215 nm – 355 nm). Figure D.3 shows the OPO cavity and frequency doubler
for the tunable UV output. Finally four laser beams that are still collinear (pump
beam, tunable color, tunable uv, and idler), are separated using a Pellin Broca prism
seen in Figure D.4.
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Figure D.1. Overall schematic of UV excitation laser [Chadwick, 2008]

Figure D.2. Spectra Physics Nd:YAG laser with 2nd and 3rd harmonic generator
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Figure D.3. Optical Parametric Oscillator cavity and tunable 2nd harmonic generator

Figure D.4. Pellin–Broca prism
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APPENDIX E: Teflon Sample Holders for 90° Raman Scattering
Experiment
During the resonance Raman experiments, two different sample holders were
used. The first one was made completely of Teflon, and is shown in Figure E.1. The
second sample holder was constructed out of Teflon with an aluminum face and is
shown in Figure E.2. The first sample holder (Figures E.3 and E.4) constructed
completely out of Teflon had windows at both sides allowing absorption
measurements by sending a laser straight through the sample. The second sample
holder has a larger clear aperture making the 90° Raman scattering experiments easier
to perform and yields less stringent requirements on alignment see Figures E.5 and
E.6. The sample holders and their specific utilization are discussed in detail within
Chapter 5.

Figure E.1. Teflon sample holder for 90° scattering and absorption measurements
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Figure E.2. Teflon sample holder for 90° scattering measurements

Figure E.3. Breakdown of Teflon sample holder (quartz windows,
Teflon O-Rings, Teflon container, and Teflon end caps)
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Figure E.4. Close-up of Teflon sample holder with Teflon coated O-ring

Figure E.5. Close-up of 90° scattering holder with aluminum
foil surround and Teflon stopper removed
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Figure E.6. Teflon holder with stopper
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APPENDIX F: MATLAB code for corrections and Noise Reduction.
MATLAB code for reading a ‘.fits’ file and then performing a basic normalization
that includes power and wavelength; finally noise removal (‘meteor removal’), and
signal averaging are provided. MATLAB was chosen as the primary tool with which
all data would be processed for a number of reasons:
(1) MATLAB easily handles large sets of data;
(2) MATLAB has a large library of built-in functions that have shown their utility
to the scientific community;
(3) Perhaps most importantly the author is well versed in using MATLAB.
The routines shown in Appendix F are used to read in a ‘.fits’ file. The ‘.fits’
files are the raw data files recorded by the Andor EM-CCD camera. The files are
read into MATLAB using ‘readSpectraSingleAndor.m’, and they are subsequently
processed by first removing any bad pixels (‘spikeRemovalAndorSimple.m’). The
data are then averaged and corrected for power variations and wavelength
dependence. The resultant data are sent to ‘quadPlot.m’ for plotting and ease of
display. The file names should be of a particular form, e.g., ‘258.88nm excitation
263.73nm center 1300uW - 2minutes.fits’ This form ensures that all parameters
necessary for normalization and plotting are properly accounted for. Files needed for
executing the program are readSpectraSingleAndor.m, spikeRemovalAndorSimple.m,
setupPlotColors.m, quadPlot.m.
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To execute the program, one should have all needed *.fits files in the same directory
as the *.m files. The program is run with readSpectraSingleAndor(fileName, power),
where the power is the power of the laser in mW.
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function [correctedData, wn] = readSpectraSingleAndor(fileName,
power)
%reads a single file and displays the colormap as well as the
average lines
%pass power in mw
%parse filename to retrieve useful information
[excitation rem] = strtok(fileName);
[junk rem] = strtok(rem);
[center rem] = strtok(rem);
center = str2num(center(1:end-2));
%read spectra in
A = fitsread(fileName);
data = A;
%removes spikes and averages data
[averageData, compressedImage] = spikeRemovalAndorSimple(data);
[rows columns] = size(compressedImage);
averageData = sum(compressedImage)./rows;
%------------------------normalize data-----------------------------%
%normalize for power (power should be in mW)
modified = averageData./power;
normData = averageData./power;
%correct for wavelength
wl = str2num(excitation(1:end-2));
correctedData = modified .* wl^4;
normData = normData .* wl^4;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
%----------setup wavelength/wavenumber range for plotting-----------%
start = center - 2.844;
stop = center + 2.844;
wavelengths = linspace(start, stop, 512);
exwavenumbers = (str2num(excitation(1:end-2))* 10^-7)^-1;
leftWavelength = ((center - 2.844));
rightWavelength = ((center + 2.844));
wl = linspace(leftWavelength, rightWavelength, 512);
wn = (wl.*10^-7).^-1;
wn = exwavenumbers - wn;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
%plot 4 plots on 1 (image, compressed image, averageData)
quadPlot(normData, correctedData, A, compressedImage, excitation,
num2str(center), wn, 0, 1);
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MATLAB file for spike and ‘meteor’ removal
function [averageData, compressedImage] =
spikeRemovalAndorSimple(data)
%compressedImage is the image with the 'meteors' removed
%data to average is the average data with meteor rows removed.
[rows columns] = size(data); %use size to determine how far to step
through matrix
badrows = zeros(1,columns); %setup dummy matrix in order to easily
retrieve bad row.
m = 1;
n = 1;
index = 1;
while( m <
while(
if
column, if

rows + 1)
n < columns + 1)
(abs(data(m,n)) > 10000) %step through each row and
value is above 10000
%remove point, saturated due to 'meteor', this value may
%change depending on camera behavior.
badrows(m) = 1;

end
n = n + 1;
end
n = 1;
m = m +1;
end
m = 1;
count = 0;
dataToAverage = zeros(1,columns);
compressedData = [];
n = 1;
while(m < rows + 1)
if(badrows(m) ~= 1) %if badrows is not equal to 1 then we have
a good row and use for average
dataToAverage = dataToAverage + data(m,:);
count = count + 1;
compressedData(n,:) = data(m,:);
n = n + 1;
end
m = m + 1;
end
compressedImage = compressedData;
averageData = dataToAverage./count;
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MATLAB file for plotting 4 plots on 1, to compare noise removal with
original.
function quadPlot(averageData, modified, colorMapOriginal,
colorMapFix, excitation, center, wavelengths, wlorwn, log)
figure
%plots original colormap
h = subplot(4,1,1);
pcolor(wavelengths, 1:512, colorMapOriginal);
shading interp
caxis([0 1000]);
xlim([wavelengths(1), wavelengths(end)]);
title(['Raman Scatter of Benzene with ' excitation], 'FontSize',
18);
[row column] = size(colorMapFix);
%plots the compressedImage ('meteor removal') colormap
subplot(4,1,2)
pcolor(wavelengths, 1:row, colorMapFix);
shading interp
caxis([0 1000]);
xlim([wavelengths(1), wavelengths(end)]);
%plots the average in either a linear or log scale
subplot(4,1,3)
if(log == 1)
semilogy(wavelengths, averageData);
else
plot(wavelengths, averageData);
end
xlim([wavelengths(1), wavelengths(end)]);
set(gca,'XGrid','on');
set(gca,'XMinorgrid','on');
%plots the final fixed average
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(wavelengths, modified);
xlim([wavelengths(1), wavelengths(end)]);
set(gca,'XGrid','on');
set(gca,'XMinorgrid','on');
if(wlorwn == 1)
xlabel('Raman Scatter Wavelength nm', 'FontSize', 14);
else
xlabel(['Raman Shift from ' excitation ' cm^-1'], 'FontSize',
14);
end
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APPENDIX G: MATLAB Code for the reading, normalization, and
stitching of multiple files together in order to display a full Raman
spectra (~4000 cm-1).
The following routines are used to search all files in the directory and stitch
together the spectra. After stitching and normalization is complete the spectra are
plotted. If more than one excitation wavelength is in the directory, then they will also
be stitched and plotted on the same plot with different color schemes. The file names
should be of a particular form e.g. ‘258.88nm excitation 263.73nm center 1300uW 2minutes.fits’ This form ensures that all parameters necessary for normalization and
plotting are properly accounted for.

Files needed are multiPlotStitch.m, getFilesStitch.m, readSpectraSingleAndor.m,
redundantPointsRemoval.m, spikeRemovalAndorSimple.m, setupPlotColors.m,
slidingavg.m.

To execute the program, one needs to have all *.fits files in the same directory as the
*.m files. The multiPlotStitch(offset, material) is run with offset equal to 1 if one
wants to offset the spectra for easier viewing, and the material is a Raman scattering
medium such as benzene, toluene, diamond.
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function multiPlotStitch(offset, material)
%offset ==1 then offset otherwise on top
%note any text behind a ‘%’ are comments and are not executed in
Matlab (this text also appears green)

a = dir;
m = 1;
check =1;
handles = [];
prnLambdas = [];
plotData = [];
highestWavelengthSeen = 0;
lambda = [];
[stop junk] = size(a);
count = 0;
n =1;
%get a count for number of files with different excitation
wavelengths
while(m < stop+1)
fileName = a(m).name;
[tok1 rem] = strtok(fileName);
[j k] = size(tok1);
if(k > 3)
if(tok1(end-1:end) == 'nm') %if last 2 characters are 'nm'
then file
if(str2num(tok1(1:end-2)) > highestWavelengthSeen) %want
to count each excitation wavelength %once
highestWavelengthSeen = str2num(tok1(1:end-2));
lambda(n) = str2num(tok1(1:end-2));
count = count + 1;
n = n + 1;
end
end
end
m = m + 1;
end
m=1;

[red green blue] = setupPlotColors(count);
colorNumber = 1;

figure
axes('FontSize', 10);
while(m < count+1)
[wnnew datanew] = getFilesStitch(lambda(m));
wn = wnnew;
data = datanew;
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excitationWavelength = num2str(lambda(m));
if(offset ==1)
h = plot(wn, data + 0.2*(count-colorNumber)*10^12,
'Color', [red(colorNumber)...
green(colorNumber) blue(colorNumber)],
'LineWidth', 2);
else
h = plot(wn, data, 'Color', [red(colorNumber)...
green(colorNumber) blue(colorNumber)],
'LineWidth', 2);
end
plotData(colorNumber).data = data;
plotData(colorNumber).wn = wn;
colorNumber = colorNumber + 1;
hold on
handles = [handles h];
if(check == 1) %first time through loop
prnLambdas = [num2str(excitationWavelength) 'nm'];
check = 2;
else %setup plot handles
prnLambdas = char( prnLambdas,
[num2str(excitationWavelength) 'nm'] );
end

m = m + 1;
end
%plot labels
title(['Raman Scatter on ' material], 'FontSize',24);
xlabel('Raman Shift [wavenumbers] from excitation
wavelength','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Intensity Arbitrary Units','FontSize',14);
xlim([wn(1) wn(end)]);
legend(handles, prnLambdas);
set(gca,'XGrid','on');
set(gca,'XMinorgrid','on');
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function [wnnew datanew] = getFilesStitch(wavelength)
a = dir;
m = 1;
check =1;
handles = [];
prnLambdas = [];
plotData = [];
datanew = [];
wnnew = [];
[stop junk] = size(a);
z=1;
while(m < stop+1)
fileName = a(m).name;
[tok1 rem] = strtok(fileName);
[j k] = size(tok1);
if(k > 3)
if(tok1(end-1:end) == 'nm') %then we have a file we want to
process otherwise move to the next one.
if(str2num(tok1(1:end-2)) == wavelength)
fileName
[excitationWavelength rem] = strtok(fileName);
excitationWavelength =
str2num(excitationWavelength(1:end-2)); %remove nm label
[junk rem] = strtok(rem);
[centerWavelength rem] = strtok(rem);
centerWavelength = str2num(centerWavelength(1:end2)); %remove nm label
[junk rem] = strtok(rem);
[power rem] = strtok(rem); %power is in uw
power = str2num(power(1:4))/1000; %convert to mW
%all normalization and noise removal is done in
readSpectraSingleAndor
%background correction, power correction, wavelength
correction
%and noise removal.
[data wn] = readSpectraSingleAndor(fileName, power);

if(z > 1)
[data wn] = redundantPointsRemoval(datanew,
wnnew, data, wn);
end
datanew = data;
wnnew = wn;
z = z + 1;
end
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end
end
m = m + 1;
end

%datanew = slidingavg(datanew, 10);
[rows columns] = size(datanew);
background = sum(datanew(1:99))/100;
reduction will depend on image
datanew = datanew - background;
datanew = slidingavg(datanew,10);

%region used for background
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function [correctedData, wn] = readSpectraSingleAndor(fileName,
power)
%reads a single file and displays the colormap as well as the
average lines
%pass power in mw (file names have uW so divide power by 1000
[excitation rem] = strtok(fileName);
[junk rem] = strtok(rem);
[center rem] = strtok(rem);
center = str2num(center(1:end-2));
%read spectra in
A = fitsread(fileName);
data = A;
%removes spikes and averages data
[averageData, compressedImage] = spikeRemovalAndorSimple(data);
[rows columns] = size(compressedImage);
averageData = sum(compressedImage)./rows;
%------------------------normalize data-----------------------------%
%normalize for power (power should be in mW)
modified = averageData./power;
normData = averageData./power;
%correct for wavelength
wl = str2num(excitation(1:end-2));
correctedData = modified .* wl^4;
normData = normData .* wl^4;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
%----------setup wavelength/wavenumber range for plotting-----------%
start = center - 2.844;
stop = center + 2.844;
wavelengths = linspace(start, stop, 512);
exwavenumbers = (str2num(excitation(1:end-2))* 10^-7)^-1;
leftWavelength = ((center - 2.844));
rightWavelength = ((center + 2.844));
wl = linspace(leftWavelength, rightWavelength, 512);
wn = (wl.*10^-7).^-1;
wn = exwavenumbers - wn;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
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function [data wn] = redundantPointsRemoval(data1, wn1, data2, wn2)
%%dumps first points in next image...
indices = find( (wn1(end) - wn2) > 0);
if(~isempty(indices))
firstpoint = indices(end);
data = [data1 data2(firstpoint+1:end)];
wn = [wn1 wn2(firstpoint+1:end)];
else
data = [data1 data2];
wn = [wn1 wn2];
end
%dumps last points in previous image (fixes right side drop due to
%filter
% indices = find( (wn2(1) - wn1) < 0);
% if(~isempty(indices))
%
firstpoint = indices(1);
%
data = [data1(1:firstpoint) data2];
%
wn = [wn1(1:firstpoint) wn2];
% else
%
data = [data1 data2];
%
wn = [wn1 wn2];
% end
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function [averageData, compressedImage] =
spikeRemovalAndorSimple(data)
[rows columns] = size(data);
badrows = zeros(1,columns);
m = 1;
n = 1;
index = 1;
average = sum(data)./rows;
while( m < rows + 1)
while( n < columns + 1)
if (abs(data(m,n)) > 10000) %removes any points with values
above 10000
badrows(m) = 1;
%this value may change
depending on intensity of saturated pixels
end
n = n + 1;
end
n = 1;
m = m +1;
end
m = 1;
count = 0;
dataToAverage = zeros(1,columns);
compressedData = [];
n = 1;
while(m < rows + 1)
if(badrows(m) ~= 1) %go back through and eliminate the found
saturated pixels and the entire row
%due to bleed through.
dataToAverage = dataToAverage + data(m,:);
count = count + 1;
compressedData(n,:) = data(m,:);
n = n + 1;
end
m = m + 1;
end
compressedImage = compressedData;
averageData = dataToAverage./count;
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function [r g b] = setupPlotColors(size);
%sets up a rainbow plot scale making it easier to see the change in
the
%Raman spectra as the excitation wavelength is changed
H = linspace(.75,0,size);
S = linspace(1,1,size);
V = linspace(1,1,size);
k = 1;
while(k < size+1)
[r(k) g(k) b(k)] = hsv2rgb([H(k) S(k) V(k)]);
k = k+1;
end
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function out = slidingavg(in, N)
%
OUTPUT_ARRAY = SLIDINGAVG(INPUT_ARRAY, N)
%
% The function 'slidingavg' implements a one-dimensional filtering,
applying a sliding window to a sequence. Such filtering replaces the
center value in
% the window with the average value of all the points within the
window. When the sliding window is exceeding the lower or upper
boundaries of the input
% vector INPUT_ARRAY, the average is computed among the available
points. Indicating with nx the length of the the input sequence, we
note that for values
% of N larger or equal to 2*(nx - 1), each value of the output data
array are identical and equal to mean(in).
%
% * The input argument INPUT_ARRAY is the numerical data array to
be processed.
% * The input argument N is the number of neighboring data points
to average over for each point of IN.
%
% * The output argument OUTPUT_ARRAY is the output data array.
%
%
© 2002 - Michele Giugliano, PhD and Maura Arsiero
%
(Bern, Friday July 5th, 2002 - 21:10)
%
(http://www.giugliano.info) (bug-reports to
michele@giugliano.info)
%
Taken from Matlab file Exchange AHW
% Two simple examples with second- and third-order filters are
% slidingavg([4 3 5 2 8 9 1],2)
% ans =
%
3.5000 4.0000 3.3333 5.0000 6.3333 6.0000 5.0000
%
% slidingavg([4 3 5 2 8 9 1],3)
% ans =
%
3.5000 4.0000 3.3333 5.0000 6.3333 6.0000 5.0000
%
if (isempty(in)) | (N<=0)
% If the input array is empty or N %is non-positive,
disp(sprintf('SlidingAvg: (Error) empty input data or N null.'));
% an error is reported to the %standard output and the
return;
% execution of the routine is %stopped.
end % if
if (N==1)
% If the number of neighbouring %points over which the sliding
out = in;
% average will be performed is '1', %then no average actually occur
and
return;
% OUTPUT_ARRAY will be the copy of %INPUT_ARRAY and the execution of
the routine
end % if
% is stopped.
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nx
= length(in);
% The length of the input data
structure is acquired to later evaluate the %'mean' over the
appropriate boundaries.
if (N>=(2*(nx-1)))
% If the number of neighbouring %points over which the sliding
out = mean(in)*ones(size(in));
% average will be performed is large %enough, then the average
actually covers all the points
return;
% of INPUT_ARRAY, for each index of %OUTPUT_ARRAY and some CPU time
can be gained by such an approach.
end % if
% The execution of the routine is %stopped.

out = zeros(size(in));
% In all the other situations, the
initialization of the output data %structure is performed.
if rem(N,2)~=1
% When N is even, then we proceed in
taking the half of it:
m = N/2;
% m = N
/ 2.
else
% Otherwise (N >= 3, N odd), N-1 is
even ( N-1 >= 2) and we proceed taking %the half of it:
m = (N-1)/2;
% m = (N-1) / 2.
end % if
for i=1:nx,
% For
each element (i-th) contained in the %input numerical array, a check
must be performed:
if ((i-m) < 1) & ((i+m) <= nx)
% If not
enough points are available on the %left of the i-th element..
out(i) = mean(in(1:i+m));
% then
we proceed to evaluate the mean from the %first element to the (i +
m)-th.
elseif ((i-m) >= 1) & ((i+m) <= nx)
% If
enough points are available on the left %and on the right of the ith element..
out(i) = mean(in(i-m:i+m));
% then
we proceed to evaluate the mean on 2*m %elements centered on the ith position.
elseif ((i-m) >= 1) & ((i+m) > nx)
% If not
enough points are available on the %rigth of the i-th element..
out(i) = mean(in(i-m:nx));
% then
we proceed to evaluate the mean from the %element (i - m)-th to the
last one.
elseif ((i-m) < 1) & ((i+m) > nx)
% If not
enough points are available on the %left and on the rigth of the ith element..
out(i) = mean(in(1:nx));
% then
we proceed to evaluate the mean from the %first element to the last.
end % if
end % for i
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APPENDIX H: Etzkorn absorption Spectra of Benzene from the MPI–
Mainz Spectral Atlas.
The vapor-phase absorption spectrum of benzene is shown in the Table H.1. The
absorption spectra was recorded by Etzkorn et al., 1999, and was retrieved from the
MPI-Mainz-UV-VIS Spectral Atlas of Gaseous Molecules,
www.atmosphere.mpg.de/spectral-atlas-mainz. The data shown in Table H.1 were
used in a two-fold manner: first the data were used as a guide to help determine the
proper wavelength of excitation, and, secondly they were used to calculate the
absorption correction for the resonance gain calculation. A small sampling of the
complete dataset is shown.

Table H.1. Benzene Vapor Phase Absorption Cross Section
Benzene Absorption

C6H6

Wavelength [nm]

Absorption
(cm2/molecule)

235.78879

5.77E-20

235.82768

5.85E-20

235.86657

5.54E-20

235.90547

6.02E-20

235.94436

5.67E-20

235.98325

6.68E-20

236.02214

6.66E-20

236.06103

6.62E-20

236.09992

6.70E-20

236.13882

5.01E-20
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APPENDIX I: Etzkorn absorption Spectra of Toluene from the MPI–
Mainz Spectral Atlas.
The vapor phase absorption spectrum of toluene is shown in Table I.1. The
absorption spectrum was recorded by Etzkorn et al., 1999, and was retrieved from the
MPI-Mainz-UV-VIS Spectral Atlas of Gaseous Molecules,
www.atmosphere.mpg.de/spectral-atlas-mainz. The data shown in Table I.1 were
used in a two-fold manner: first the data were used as a guide to help determine the
proper wavelength of excitation and, secondly they were used to calculate the
absorption correction for the resonance gain calculation. A small sampling of the
complete dataset is shown.

Table I.1. Toluene Vapor Phase Absorption Cross Section
Toluene Absorption

C7H8

Wavlength [nm]

Absorption cm2/molecule

250.452275

4.30E-20

250.4912

3.92E-20

250.530125

2.92E-20

250.56905

3.27E-20

250.607975

3.65E-20

250.6469

6.84E-20

250.685825

8.59E-20

250.72475

9.11E-20

250.763675

1.03E-19

250.8026

8.48E-20

250.841525

1.01E-19

250.88045

1.01E-19
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APPENDIX J: MATLAB code for absorption correction and gain
calculation
The following code is utilized to calculate the absorption correction for resonance
gain calculation for both benzene and toluene. The code calculates the effective
penetration depth (depth from which scattering occurs) of the excitation laser. As the
laser is tuned onto resonance, the increase in absorption limits the scattering volume
and, therefore, the number of scatterers. See description in Chapter 7.

The file names should be of a particular form, e.g., ‘258.88nm excitation 263.73nm
center 1300uW - 2minutes.fits’ This form ensures that all parameters necessary for
normalization and plotting are properly included.

Files needed: absorptionCorrectionBenzene.m, absorptionCorrectionToluene.m,
gain.m, weightingFactor.m, benzene-absorption.mat (see appendix H), tolueneabsorption.mat (see appendix I).

To Execute: run either absorptionCorrectionBenzene.m or
absorptionCorrectionToluene.m, where wl is the wavelength of excitation in nm,
distance is the depth of focus for the lens system, wnshift is the shift of the Raman
line in wavenumbers, and Molarity is the molar concentration of either benzene or
toluene.
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Absorption correction: the retrieval of the absorption coefficients for
benzene
function [alphaExcitation, alphaRaman] =
absorptionCorrectionBenzene(wl, distance, wnshift, Molarity)
%e.g. wl = 259, distance = 0.01, wnshift = 995, Molarity = 11.25
%valid for wavelengths from 235nm to 270nm
%distance should be in m
%wavelength in nm
%wn shift in 1/cm
%Molarity in Moles/liter
%alphaExcitation is the absorption coefficient at the excited
wavelength
%alphaRaman is the absorption coefficient at the Raman scattered
wavelength
distance = distance*100; %convert to cm
NA = 6.02e23;
%Avogadros #
numberDensityLiquid = Molarity * NA /1000;

%1000cm^3 in 1 liter;

%numberDensityLiquid = 6.781*10^21; %molecules/cm^3
%from liquid benzene density 0.8786g/cm^3
%molecular mass = 78gram
load benzene-absorption.mat
%the absorption of Benzene can be found in Appendix E of this Thesis
%loads wavelengths and absorption for benzene
%from Etzkorn Atmos. Environ. 33 (1999) 525
%optical measurements at room temperature
%from the Hannelore Keller-Rudek, Geert K. Moortgat,
%
MPI – Mainz-UV-VIS Spectral Atlas of Gaseous Molecules,
%
www.atmosphere.mpg.de/spectral-atlas-mainz

%%%%absorption at excitation wavelength
wlfind = wavelengths - wl;
index = find(wlfind > 0);
absExcitation = ( absorption(index(1)) + absorption(index(1)-1) ) /2;
%take average of 2 points around the wavelength of interest.
%%%%%-------------------------------%%%%%%
%%%%absorption at Raman scattered wavelength (self-absorption)
wn = wl2wn(wl);
ramanwn = wn - wnshift;
ramanwl = wn2wl(ramanwn);
wlfind = wavelengths - ramanwl;
index = find(wlfind > 0);
absRaman = ( absorption(index(1)) + absorption(index(1)-1) ) /2; %take
average of 2 points around the wavelength of interest.
%%%%%------------------------------------%%%%%%
%%%%%in the case of Benzene the self absorption is small
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alphaExcitation = numberDensityLiquid * absExcitation; %alpha is per
cm.
alphaRaman = numberDensityLiquid * absRaman; %alpha is per cm
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Absorption correction: the retrieval of the absorption coefficients for toluene
function [alphaExcitation, alphaRaman] =
absorptionCorrectionToluene(wl, distance, wnshift, Molarity)
%e.g. wl = 266.8, distance = 0.01, wnshift = 800 or 1000, Molarity =
9.42
%valid for wavelengths from 235nm to 270nm
%distance should be in m
%wavelength in nm
%wn shift in 1/cm
%Molarity in Moles/liter
%alphaExcitation is the absorption coefficient at the excited
wavelength
%alphaRaman is the absorption coefficient at the Raman scattered
wavelength
distance = distance*100; %convert to cm
NA = 6.02e23;
%Avogadros #
numberDensityLiquid = Molarity * NA /1000;

%1000cm^3 in 1 liter;

%numberDensityLiquid = 5.6725*10^21; %molecules/cm^3
%from liquid toluene density 0.8669g/cm^3
%molecular mass = 92grams
load toluene-absorption.mat
%the absorption of Toluene can be found in Appendix F of this Thesis
%loads wavelengths and absorption for toluene
%from Etzkorn Atmos. Environ. 33 (1999) 525
%optical measurements at room temperature
%from the Hannelore Keller-Rudek, Geert K. Moortgat,
%
MPI – Mainz-UV-VIS Spectral Atlas of Gaseous Molecules,
%
www.atmosphere.mpg.de/spectral-atlas-mainz

%%%%absorption at excitation wavelength
wlfind = wavelengths - wl;
index = find(wlfind > 0);
absExcitation = ( absorption(index(1)) + absorption(index(1)-1) ) /2;
%take average of 2 points around the wavelength of interest.
%%%%%-------------------------------%%%%%%
%%%%absorption at Raman scattered wavelength (self-absorption)
wn = wl2wn(wl);
ramanwn = wn - wnshift;
ramanwl = wn2wl(ramanwn);
wlfind = wavelengths - ramanwl;
index = find(wlfind > 0);
absRaman = ( absorption(index(1)) + absorption(index(1)-1) ) /2; %take
average of 2 points around the wavelength of interest.
%%%%%------------------------------------%%%%%%
%%%%%in the case of toluene the self absorption is small
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alphaExcitation = numberDensityLiquid * absExcitation; %alpha is per
cm.
alphaRaman = numberDensityLiquid * absRaman; %alpha is per cm
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Gain calculation: the retrieval of the absorption corrected gain values for
benzene and toluene.
By changing the utilized absorption spectra it is possible to calculate the
gain for either benzene or toluene e.g. load benzene-absorption.mat or load
toluene-absorption.mat
function [absorptionOut, gain] = gain(wl, distance, wnshift, Molarity)
%valid for wavelengths from 235nm to 270nm
%distance should be in m
%wavelength in nm
%wn shift in 1/cm
%Molarity in Moles/liter
distance = distance*100; %convert to cm
NA = 6.02e23;
numberDensityLiquid = Molarity * NA /1000

%1000cm^3 in 1 liter;

%numberDensityLiquid = 6.781*10^21; %molecules/cm^3
%from liquid benzene density 0.8786g/cm^3
%molecular mass = 78gram
load benzene-absorption.mat
%load toluene-absorption.mat
%loads wavelengths and absorption for benzene
%from Etzkorn Atmos. Environ. 33 (1999) 525
%optical measurements at room temperature
%Hannelore Keller-Rudek, Geert K. Moortgat,
%MPI-Mainz-UV-VIS Spectral Atlas of Gaseous Molecules,
%www.atmosphere.mpg.de/spectral-atlas-mainz
%%%%absorption at excitation wavelength
wlfind = wavelengths - wl;
index = find(wlfind > 0);
absExcitation = ( absorption(index(1)) + absorption(index(1)-1) ) /2
%take average of 2 points around the wavelength of interest.
%%%%%-------------------------------%%%%%%
%%%%absorption at Raman scattered wavelength (self-absorption)
wn = wl2wn(wl);
ramanwn = wn - wnshift;
ramanwl = wn2wl(ramanwn);
wlfind = wavelengths - ramanwl;
index = find(wlfind > 0);
absRaman = ( absorption(index(1)) + absorption(index(1)-1) ) /2 %take
average of 2 points around the wavelength of interest.
%%%%%------------------------------------%%%%%%
%%%%%in the case of Benzene the self absorpion is negligible...

alphaExcitation = numberDensityLiquid * absExcitation %alpha is per cm.
alphaRaman = numberDensityLiquid * absRaman %alpha is per cm
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transmission = exp(-(alphaExcitation + alphaRaman) * distance);
absorptionOut = 1 - transmission;

theta = 45; %45 degrees (wrt normal) for 90degree scattering setup
weight = weightingFactor(theta, alphaRaman, alphaExcitation, distance)
%distance [cm] and alpha [1/cm]...
gain = distance / weight;
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Gain calculation: the retrieval of the absorption corrected weighted line
integral
function [weight] = weightingFactor(theta, alphaRaman, alphaExcitation,
length)
%for 90 degree scattering setup theta should be 45degrees
%alphaRaman and alphaExcitation are the retrieved alpha coefficients
from the gain function.
%length is the visible depth of penetration 1cm for resonance
experiment
%calculate values for integral...
%
length
%
/ -(alphaExcitation) * x/cos(theta)
x/sin(theta)
% weight =
| e
dx
%
/
%
0
%
theta = deg2rad(theta);

-(alphaRaman) *
e

%for x = 0 limit;
lowerLimit = (- cos(theta) * sin(theta)) / (alphaRaman * cos(theta) +
alphaExcitation * sin(theta));
upperLimit = (- exp(-length*(alphaRaman * csc(theta) + alphaExcitation
* sec(theta))) * cos(theta) * sin(theta)) / (alphaRaman * cos(theta) +
alphaExcitation * sin(theta));
weight = upperLimit - lowerLimit;
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APPENDIX K: Comparison of Herzberg and Wilson vibrational mode
labels
The vibrational modes in benzene have been given to common numbering schemes those
determined by E. B. Wilson [1934] from Harvard and G. Herzberg from the National
Research council of Canada. The numbering scheme utilized throughout this thesis is
that of G. Herzberg.
Table K.3. Benzene mode assignment comparison of Wilson and Herzberg

Comparison of Wilson and Herzberg Notation
mode
a1g
a1g
a2g
a2u
b2g
b2g
b1u
b1u
b2u
b2u
e1g
e1u
e1u
e2g
e2g
e2g
e2g
e2u
E2u
E2g

Wilson
ν2
ν1
ν3
ν11
ν5
ν4
ν13
ν12
ν14
ν15
ν10
ν20
ν19
ν7
ν8
ν9
ν6
ν17
ν16
ν1+ν6

Herzberg
ν1
ν2
ν3
ν4
ν7
ν8
ν5
ν6
ν9
ν10
ν11
ν12
ν13
ν15
ν16
ν17
ν18
ν19
ν20
ν2+ν18

cm-1
3191
994.4
1367
707
990
707
3174
1010
1177.8
1149.7
847.1
3181.1
1494
3174
1607
1177.8
607.8
967
398
1609.52

Allowed
R v.s.
Forbidden
R depol
Forbidden
Forbidden
Forbidden
Forbidden
Forbidden
Forbidden
R depol w
Forbidden
Forbidden
Forbidden
R depol m
R med
R depol m
Forbidden
Forbidden
R Depol m

Observed
3073.94
993.06
Not. Obs
845 (weak)
Not. Obs
Not. Obs (IR-s)
3059
Not. Obs
1309.4
1149.7
IR Strong
IR Strong
Not Obs
1591.33
1177.78
608.13
Not Obs
405
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